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I . INTRODUCTION 
A. MOTIVATION 
The changes on the world stage over the last several 
years, as well as our domestic economic and political 
circumstance, have necessitated that changes be made in the 
daily operations of our military infrastructure. Several of 
these changes were mandated by the Secretary of Defense 
through the Defense Management Review (DMR) and the 
accompanying Defense Management Report Decisions (DMRDs). 
An overriding theme throughout the review was that the 
military establishment must reduce the cost of its support 
infrastructure. By successfully reducing the total cost of 
maintaining the infrastructure in conjunction with the 
reduction in force level end-strength, we can reduce the 
likelihood of the need for future reductions in force 
structure and personnel. By efficiently reducing the overhead 
we should be able to reduce the cost of operating the military 
without a corresponding reduction in readiness. 
Thi.3 foray into •corporate downsizing• raises the question 
of the future readiness of the fleet: •can we really do more 
with less? Can we actually achieve the magnitude of required 
savings without adversely affecting fleet readiness?• 
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One of the principal areas of concern is our ability to 
provide the required sp~re parts and materials to the afloat 
units in a timely manner. OPNAVINST 4614 .lF, Uniform Material 
Movement and Issue Priority System (UMMIPS), delineates the 
specific time standards allowed for the issue and 
transportation of material from requisition submission to 
material receipt. These UMMIPS standards are quite liberal 
and have come under question as to their validity in today's 
modern age of rapid transportation and automated handling 
systems. 
Concurrent with the question of time delivery standards is 
the question of stock positioning. Several study groups are 
investigating these very issues to determine what time 
standards are truly acceptable and what stockage policy should 
be adcpted. 
Given the prevailing UMMIPS standards and the current 
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) stockage policy for material 
managed by DLA, the question posed by this thesis is whether 
the current system is truly working in the best inter~st of 
the fleet and in support of overall :mproved fleet readiness. 
Any delay caused by the incorrect routing of a requisition or 
from poor stock location strategy will have a negative impact 
on fleet readiness. 
When a requisition is routed to a stock point further from 
the Point of Entry (POE) and the material is available at the 
POE location, then readiness r.ould be sacrificed. 
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Every measurable loss of readiness comes at a cost, and 
this cost can be expressed in a number of ways. 
1. An immediate loss of weapons systems where the reduced 
readiness can be expressed in length of system downtime and 
operational manhours lost. 
2. Incomplete storerooms where the delay in receipt of 
stock replenishment could translate into an inoperative 
system if the delayed part is needed before receipt. 
3. Unnecessary transportation charges for shipment of 
material from a further location than was necessary. 
B. PORPOSB AND SCOPB 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine West coast Fleet 
requisitions submitted to the Fleet & Industrial Supply (FISC} 
Center San Diego as the POE for DLA managed material to 
determine if the requisitions are being filled from material 
on hand in San Diego. Through this thesis we will identify 
the unnecessary additional costs both in dollars and in lost 
readiness associated with miss-handled requisitions. We will 
also identify those areas where the system is not functioning 
as intended and will make specific recommendations to correct 
the deficiency, which will result in subsequent cost savings. 
In this thesis we will examine only those requisitions 
with an Issue Priority Group (IPG) 2 or 3. IPG 1 
requisitions, because of their high priority status, are 
processed differently at the POE. IPG 1 requisitions are 
intercepted by the POE and filled from any available stock on-
hand, regardless of the inventory echelon. As a result, there 
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is not the same potential for negative impact on fleet 
readiness because of misrouting. 
We will not specifically analyze DLA 1 s stock positioning 
policy per se. Where appro~riate, however I we will make 
specific recommendations for policy changes that would 
ultimately result in improved readiness. 
C • S'l'ROC'l'URB 
The structure of this thesis is as follows: 
Chapter II provides a brief history of the DMR process and 
highlights those DMRDs that have had an effect on stock 
availability and the changes in depot operations. Chapter II 
also examines tt.e changing roles and transformation of the 
Naval Supply Centers into the FISC. Finally I Chapter II 
addresses DLA with respect to its role in requisition 
processing and the resultant effect on costs and pricing. 
Chapter III details the logic and methodology used to 
acquire the data and to select the subsets used for detailed 
analysis. This chapter chronicles the flow process and 
selection criteria. 
Chapter IV analyzes the data and documents specific 
results found with regard to stock availability, action taken 
by the I CPs, and processing discrepancies discovered. Chapter 
IV also steps outside of the specific requisition processing 
review to discuss the impact of current inventory and stock 
4 
positioning policies relative to potential cost avoidance that 
could be realized. 





There have been many changes over the past several years 
within the Department of Defense (DoD), relative to its daily 
business operations and the size and scope of the 
infrastructure. The transformation of the political climate in 
Eastern Europe, the breakup of the military power of the 
former Soviet Union as well as other changes throughout the 
world, have caused political administrations in the United 
States to take a very hard look at our National Military 
Strategy and to make plans to change our force structure to 
meet the new realities of a dynamic world. 
This hard look at the military, along with domestic 
economic considerations, has pointed to DoD as a potential 
source for significant budgetary savings. With an ever 
growing federal budget deficit, a tightening of the defense 
budget is inevitable. 
1. Defense H&Dagement Report Process 
With a changing economic and political climate, 
President Bush, in February 19 8 9 , ordered a comprehensive 
review of DoD. This review was to identify and target 
specific economies of scale and operational efficiencies that 
could streamline DoD and thereby generate signifiGant 
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budgetary savings . These targeted savings and spending 
reductions would come to be known as the 'peace dividend'. 
In July of 1989, the Secretary of Defense, relying on 
the 1985 Packard Commission study as a basis, issued the 
Defense Management Report (DMR) , which would become the 
keystone for future defense infrastructure planning. 
The basic objectives of the DMR were: (Arthur 1990) 
• To reduce overhead within DoD 
• To improve weapons system performance 
• Overhaul the planning, programming and budget process 
• Reduce micromanagement 
• Strengthen the industrial base 
• Improve ethical standards in both government & industry 
The original projected savings for the five year 
period 1991 through 1995 was $70.9 Billion (Berube 1992). In 
the past, projected savings were generally looked upon by the 
services as goals to be achieved. However, the key difference 
in the DMR process is that the projected savings were tied 
directly to the budget process and these savings were taken as 
reductions against the services' budgets. 
2. Defense Management Review Decisions 
The responsibility for achieving these savings was 
placed at the desk of the DoD Comptroller. In order to ensure 
that the dollar savings and intended process improvements 
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would be realized, the Comptroller issued a series of Defense 
Management Report Decisions (DMRDs) that would establish 
guidelines, and at the same time remove the targeted savings 
from the service budgets. For the Department of the Navy 
(DoN), this amounted to $21.6 Billion, of which $13.5 Billion 
would come from logistics, with the remaining savings spread 
between administration, base operations, information systems 
and contract management (Berube 1992). Of the more than 50 
separate Navy interest DMRDs that were generated, we will 
briefly review DMRD 901, DMRD 902 and DMRD 926, which are 
pertinent to this thesis. 
3. DHRD 901: Reducing SUpply System Costs 
DMRD 901 is one of the most ambitious decisions 
released. This single action would account for $3.9 Billion, 
or roughly 18% of the total Navy share of projected savings. 
Two of the major components of DMRD 901 call for the reduction 
of inventory levels and the stock funding of base operations. 
Prior to fiscal year 1991, the cost of base operations for 
such items as payroll, transportation, supply management and 
public works operations were paid from annual appropriations 
such as Operations and Maintenance Navy (O&MN) . This policy 
changed with DMRD 901 so that now all base operating costs for 
selected supply activities are paid from a revolving fund 
known as the Defense Business Operations Fund (DBOF). The 
Supply Management business area of this revolving fund is 
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maintained through surcharges applied to every spare part and 
all material issued through the supply system. This mechanism 
ensures full cost recovery and protects the fund from loss of 
purchasing power. Although this facet of DMRD 901 has a 
direct impact on the price charged for the item, the reduction 
of inventory levels is equally as important. 
Before the implementation of DMRD 901, the Navy 
maintained three separate levels of supply system inventory; 
consumer, intermediate and wholesale. In order to accomplish 
the mandated funding reductions, the Navy had to eliminate the 
intermediate level of inventory. This concept is explored in 
greater detail in a later section. 
By comparison, DMRD 902, Consolidation of Supply 
Depots is expected to generate $1.2 Billion in savings through 
1997 (Riley 1992). 
4. mmD 902: Supply Depot Consolidations 
The savings projected through the implementation of 
DMRD 902 of $1.2 Billion were to be achieved by creating a 
standard DoD wholesale physical distribution system under the 
management of DLA. Physical distribution includes receipt, 
stowage, packaging and preservation, shipping, disposal and 
physical inventory and reconciliation. DLA's Supply Depot 
Consolidation plan included the distribution functions of 30 
service depots, of which the Navy's seven supply centers were 
included (Riley 1992). 
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The importance of DMRD 902 is extended to stock 
consolidation and inventory level reduction as well as the 
actual material handling and physical distribution functions. 
5. DIIRD 926: Inventory control Point Conaolidation 
DoD estimated that it could save millions of dollars 
in annual operating costs if it consolidated the various 
inventory control points under one agency. DMRD 926 was 
commissioned to examine how many ICPs were required to support 
total defense logistics needs (Andrew 1992). The transfer of 
inventory management control of non-service-unique consumable 
items to DLA management is just one element of DMRD 926. 
Previous to DMRD 926, each service managed a large volume of 
mostly small consumable items that in many cases were not 
unique to that service and were duplicated in management by 
the other services. The Consumable Item Transfer (CIT) 
process was the vehicle that facilitated the transfer of the 
non-service-unique consumable items to DLA for centralized 
management. For the Navy, this amounted to more than 270,000 
formerly lH and lR Cog items, that would now be identified as 
9_ Cog material. 
B. NAVAL SUPPLY CBN'l'DS 
Prior to the enactment of DMRD 902, each of the services 
owned and operated several CONUS (Continental United States) 
stock point activities. The Navy operated seven major 
regional stock points known as Naval Supply Centers (NSCs). 
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These NSCs performed a wide array of functions including, 
local procurement, hazardous material control and personal 
property and household goods shipments in addition to their 
primary mission to function as a geographic stock point for 
material distribution. 
In this primary role, these NSC' s served all of the 
regional commands including fleet units and major and minor 
shore commands. In support of this vast array of customers, 
the NSCs held the three separate levels of inventory for Navy 
and DLA managed material. The material that is still managed 
by the Navy, are the Navy unique consumables (1H and 1R Cog 
items) and a wide range of repairable items (7_ Cog) . DLA now 
manages a greater number of 9_ Cog items that are general 
purpose in nature which can be used by any of the services 
without modification. The NSC was responsible for the 
inventory management functions as well as the physical 
distribution of this inventory. DLA maintained physical 
distribution of the wholesale inventory that was held at their 
own depots. 
1. znventory Levela 
Under the pre-DMR supply system, the Navy as a whole 
managed a three echelon inventory system consisting of a 
consumer level, an intermediate level and a wholesale level. 
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a. Ccm.u.er Level 
The consumer level of inventory, regardless of 
funding source, is inventory bought and maintained to support 
a specific customer. All ships/fleet units and most shore 
commands hold individual consumer level inventories. This 
inventory is the first point of referral for any requisition, 
since it is the closest to the customer, and quantities 
maintained are generally selectively chosen for that 
individual command based upon local demand. 
b. .Iatezmed.tate Level 
This level of inventory was purchased by the local 
NSC based upon geographic demand, and this demand was captured 
from requisitions submitted to the NSC, acting as the local 
POE for requisition processing. This intermediate level of 
inventory was unique in that it consisted of DLA and General 
Service Administration (GSA) 9_ Cog material that was bought 
by the NSC from the DLA/GSA wholesale level inventory. The 
NSCs would then maintain responsibility and visibility as well 
as exercise control over this inventory. Intermediate level 
material would be sold to customers who would either place the 
item in service or use the material to replenish their own 
consumer level inventory. This intermediate level of 
inventory was often referred to as GEOSUP (Geographic 
Support). 
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c. H'.bole•ale Level 
Wholesale inventory is that level of inventory 
purchased by an Inventory Control Point (ICP) using revolving 
stock fund money, and then positioned at a given stock point 
for issue to customers. The ICP as inventory manager has 
exclusive visibility, accountability and control of this 
inventory on a worldwide level. The item manager at the ICP is 
the individual responsible for maintaining adequate worldwide 
levels of stock for a given item and is the sole authority for 
the movement, relocation and issue of the item {NAVSUP PUB 
553) • 
The physical distribution functions for the 
intermediate and wholesale levels of inventory were controlled 
by the NSCs. 
2. Requisition Processing 
In the NSC's role as the local POE for all 
requisitions submitted to the supply system, requisitions that 
were submitted were screened by the NSC against inventories 
held and material was issued accordingly. 
For 9_ Cog material, the NSC would screen the 
intermediate level and would issue material onhand. The 
demand for this item would be recorded and the NSC would then 
procure the replacement from the DLA/GSA wholesale level. If 
the material was not carried {NC) or not-in-stock (NIS), the 
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requisition would be passed directly to the appropriate 
OLA/GSA ICP for action. 
Requisitions for Navy managed material (1_ & 7_ Cog) 
would be filled directly from the wholesale inventory held on 
hand or passed to the Navy ICP for action if the item was NC 
or NIS. 
C. 1'LD'1' & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CD'l'DS 
1. Bvolution 
The need for robust supply support, especially during 
a period of rapid downsizing, is a key element in the Navy's 
ability to operate effectively. The Fleet & Industrial Supply 
Centers (FISCs) were born from the need to satisfy two 
requirements. 
First was the requirement of OMRD 902 to consolidate 
all supply depot warehousing functions of the services. The 
elimination of Navy managed distribution operations, 
specifically for NSC San Diego, removed only 35% of the 
business that the former NSC performed. The remaining 65% of 
their previous tasking is still a valid requirement that needs 
to be performed, and the FISC is designed to meet this need 
(Banghart 1993). 
Second was the issue of readiness and fleet support. 
Downsizing and the need to achieve mandated cost savings at 
the NSCs as well as afloat and other shore commands led to the 
evolution and structuring of the FISC. The FISC concept calls 
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for the absorption of the 'overhead' operations of many 
commands who now find the cost of performing these operations 
on their own prohibitive. Through this transfer of workload, 
the FISC performs functions that are in their area of 
expertise, thereby creating a competitive advantage that 
translates into efficiency at the FISC and a cost savings to 
the customer. 
The efficiencies and economies of scale are the most 
evident in the inventory management of consumer level 
inventories for local industrial activities, centralization of 
procurement operations and contract management, plus the 
traditional areas of supply management such as hazardous 
material control, personal property and household goods 
shipment. The FISC essentially becomes the 'Supply Officer' 
for its customers, and in this role performs the following 
functions: (Burrison 1993) 
• Inventory management 
• Local procurement 
• Customer services 
• Non-standard materials management 
The benefits to the Wavy, and specifically to their 
individual customers, of the FISC concept are: 
• Reduced regional consumer level inventories 
• Minimized duplicative supply functions 
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• Active Supply advocate 
• Liaison with fleet units 
2. IAveDtory Level• 
As a result of DMRDs 901 and 902 the Navy's management 
of intermediate levels of 9_ Cog material has been eliminated. 
This changed the Navy from a three echelon supply system to a 
two echelon consumer-wholesale system. Under this two-echelon 
system, the FISCs now perform the role of inventory manager 
only for the consmner level inventory held for their 
customers, whereas the NSCs once managed both intermediate and 
consumer levels. As an inventory manager, the FISC is 
responsible for recording the demand and maintaining an 
adequate level of stock so as to avoid a stock-out position. 
Replacement spares are bought from the wholesale inventory 
level and at present, distribution of the consumer level 
inventory is maintained by the FISC (Dawson 1994). 
One exception to this policy is that the FISC will 
continue to act as an inventory manager for 9_ Cog material 
in support of fleet units and other shore commands, for 
material that DLA does not centrally manage and stock, such as 
material coded with an Acquisition Advice Code CAAC) I, K and 
L, or material coded with a local stock number. 
An Acquisition Advice Code indicates in what manner 
and under what restrictions, if any, an item will be acquired 
by the customer in support of immediate demand. 
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AAC I. This material is coded for direct procurement 
by the requisitioner from a centrally managed contract or 
schedule. It permits the user activity to place an order with 
the vendor for direct delivery. 
AAC K. These items are stocked domestically for use 
by overseas activities, or where local purchase is not 
available. Non-overseas users obtain this material through 
local purchase. 
AAC L. This material is not stocked nor centrally 
managed at the wholesale distribution level, but is authorized 
for local purchase as the normal means of support. 
3. Requisition Processing 
One of the more significant changes to daily 
operations occurred in requisition processing for everyone 
except FISC customers. Where the NSCs once served all fleet 
and shore cormnands equally, the FISCs now have specific 
customers. A partnership is established between the FISC and 
specific fleet and industrial shore based customers where the 
FISC provides many of the services that these customers had 
previously provided for themselves. 
All requisitions for material from non-FISC customers 
are submitted to the local POE and forwarded directly to the 
appropriate ICP for action. The ICP, as the wholesale 
inventory item manager, in theory, is supposed to know the 
location of worldwide assets and can pass the requisition to 
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the appropriate stock point for issue of material. The demand 
for the item is recorded by the ICP at the wholesale level. 
Two exceptions to this policy exist. First, if the 
requisition is an Issue Priority Group (IPG) 1, then the FISC 
can intercept the requisition and fill the requirement from 
the consumer level inventory they manage if stock is 
available. An IPG 1, which is the highest group of priority 
designators, is any requisition with a priority designator of 
01, 02 or 03. An IPG 2 requisition has a priority designator 
of 04, 05 or 06 and IPG-3 requisitions have priority 
designators of 07-15. 
Table X PRIORITY DESIGNATORS 
UND 
J'AD A B c 
X 01 04 11 
l:X 02 05 12 
XXX 03 06 13 
:IV 07 09 14 
v 08 10 15 
Priority designators are defined by OPNAVINST 4614.1F 
and are derived through a combination of the Force Activity 
Designator of the requisitioner and the Urgency of Need for 
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the material. This issue will be discussed in more detail in 
Chapter IV. The second exception is that an IPG 2 or 3 
requisition from an afloat unit can also be intercepted and 
filled from consumer level inventory if the stock position of 
that item is in excess, i.e. above the requisitioning 
objective. If not, the requisition is passed directly to the 
responsible ICP. 
D. DBFBNSB LOGISTICS AGBNCY 
DLA is the organization within DoD that is assigned the 
task of inventory management for all consumable material that 
is not service unique. This task is performed through various 
ICPs that manage material based on supply classification. In 
addition, DLA is responsible for all physical distribution 
functions for material held at the wholesale level. Because 
DLA operates all across DoD, each of the services currently 
share in the management and operation of the agency. 
1. Requisition Processing Policy 
The governing procedures for requisition processing 
for DLA are contained in Department of Defense Manual 4140.2 
• Supply Operations Manual." The central controlling system is 
the Standard Automated Material Management System (SAMMS) that 
establishes Source Preference Tables (SPT) . The main 
objective of the SPT is to find the material at the location 
closest to the requisitioner. 
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The continental United States is divided into 95 
geographic zones based upon local ZIP codes. The procedure 
for the requisition processing system is to go to the point of 
entry of the requisition first and attempt to locate the 
material. If the item is not available at the POE, then the 
table provides for the process to expand outward in concentric 
circles until sufficient stock is found to satisfy the 
requirement. 
The requisition processing system is computer driven, 
based upon manual input to the SPT. This factor presents 
numerous possibilities for error. 
First, the rapid expansion of the Consumable Item 
Transfer (CIT) process has greatly increased the depth and 
breadth of material managed by DLA. During this transfer 
process, inventory balances that were reported to the item 
manager as being available for issue and release were often 
unreliable and frequently in error. These errors were caused 
by both software incompatibility between DLA and the services 
and discrepancies in the decapitalization documents. These 
decapitalization documents are the vehicles where by the Navy 
recoups the cost of the intermediate inventory purchased and 
returns the material to the wholesale inventory under the 
control of DLA. 
Second, as a result of DMRDs 901 and 902 the number of 
stowage sites has expanded rapidly from a relatively few to 
more than 90, each with different inventories and 
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capabilities. Because of these rapid changes, the SPT is 
often incorrectly coded which causes a corresponding loss in 
its effectiveness. 
One of the primary filters in the SPT is to prevent a 
requisition from crossing the East-West dividing line. The 
last stock point on either coast that any requisition should 
be forwarded to is the Primary Distribution Site. No 
requisition, according to the matrix, should ever cross the 
Mississippi River (Brock 1994) . These variables provide the 
basis for a very complex system that requires manual 
intervention and input and as such has the potential for 
generating inadvertent and unnecessary costs. 
2. Distribution Sites 
Under DLA stock position policy, stock is positioned 
at three types of storage sites. Assignment to one of the 
following classifications is not mutually exclusive, i.e. an 
individual site may be classified in one or more ways at the 
same time. (Although DLA's stock positioning policy is not 
the focus of this thesis, a basic understanding of these depot 
types is necessary.) 
a. Priltuary Distribution Sites (PDS) 
PDS locations are high volume mechanized 
distribution facilities which have been specifically designed 
to provide global support for general items. Only a minimum 
of these sites will be designated. 
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b. S,Peciali••d Di•tribution site• (SDS) 
Specialized Distribution Sites will be used to 
support customer requirements on a regional basis, or to 
provide global support for material that requires special 
handling equipment, or for material that has certain specific 
or unique characteristics such as hazardous material or plate 
steel. 
c. Satellite Warehouse Site• (SWS} 
sws facilities will be employed to meet the 
warehousing requirements of low volume items, or they may be 
designated as sites to perform other missions such as 
processing returns or reconditioning and repacking items. 
3. Defense Distribution Depot San Diego 
The Defense Distribution Depot San Diego (DDDC) was 
established in March of 1992 in support of DMRD 902, when the 
warehousing functions previously handled by NSC San Diego were 
turned over to DLA (Banghart 1993). 
The warehouse facilities located in San Diego are not 
currently classified as either a PDS or an SDS, but all 
warehouse functions are controlled by DDDC as the Distribution 
Manager. Inventory management of the wholesale level 
inventory is controlled by the respective ICP, and all 
requisitions that are referred to San Diego by a DLA ICP are 
processed by DDDC (Enge 1994). 
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4. Coat Structure 
a. Surc:llarge 
When a customer requisitions and receives an item 
he pays not only the direct cost of the material, but also the 
indirect cost of purchasing, receiving, warehousing, issuing 
and shipping the material. The indirect costs are included in 
the cost of operations and covered under the DBOF as discussed 
in section A.3 of this chapter. 
These costs are not charged to the requisitioner 
directly on a dollar for dollar basis, but are instead passed 
to the customer in the for.m of a surcharge (a % of the unit 
price) added to each item. 
Currently, the distribution cost for DLA managed 
items that include transportation, warehousing and inventory, 
is approximately $500 million per year. This figure includes 
approximately $155 million in CONUS second destination 
transportation charges. Second destination transportation 
charges are those charges that are incurred when the material 
is shipped from the stowage site (stock point) to the 
customer. This $500 million corresponds to roughly a 4.5% 
increase to the unit price of the i tern via the surcharge 
(Poleo). For fiscal year 1994 the total surcharge for non-
fuel items stands at 29% (O'Donoghue 1994). 
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b. I••u• Co•t• 
Issue costs in this context are defined as a 
combination of both DLA warehouse costs and all transportation 
charges. Warehouse costs include all costs associated with 
the receipt, stowage, processing, packaging and distribution 
of material at a stock point. These warehouse costs vary from 
one location to another based upon local labor rates, lease 
charges, wacahouse space, etc., but are all inclusive for 
purposes o: calculating a value to be used for the surcharge. 
The same holds true for second destination transportation 
charges that vary in actual cost from site to site. 
Warehouse costs are relatively stable within a 
given site and become a factor only if the workload for that 
location deviates significantly from the budgeted base line. 
Therefore to issue additional material from a given stock 
point would tend not to have as great an impact on budgeted 
expenses as would the additional transportation costs incurred 
if a part were shipped over a greater distance than necessary. 
For every requisition not filled from San Diego when 
sufficient material was available, an unnecessary 
transportation charge will be incurred. 
c. Pricing Structure 
The pricing structure established to identify 
costs involved with the issue and transportation of material 
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recognizes different levels of material as well as different 
levels of service. 
(1) Material. Material is categorized in one of 
three forms: Binable items (less than 2 cubes in size) , 
Medium bulk items and Heavy bulk items. 
(2) Service. The different levels of service are 
based on whether the item is delivered from an on-base stock 
point or off-base stock point. On-base issue costs are 
essentially warehouse costs. Off-base costs include warehouse 












In addition to warehouse and transportation 
charges, a transhipment charge of $3.00 per item is assessed 
for those requisitioners who do not have an established 
receiving department . This generally applies to material 
delivered directly to an end-user such as a ship at the pier. 
S. Cost Xmpaet 
Each of these separate charges are important to note 
because of the additional costs incurred when material is 
issued from a stock point other than the on-base location. 
For example, the cost to DLA to deliver a medium bulk 
item to a ship in port San Diego from DDDC is $13.00. If the 
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same item were issued from any other stock point the cost 
would be $28.00 ($25 + $3). The difference, $15.00, is an 
additional cost of operations. These charges are based on 
current DLA projections for business volume and current costs 
for labor and transportation and have been used to establish 
the current surcharge. If actual costs incurred by DLA are 
greater than the budget costs used to determine the surcharge, 
then the following year surcharge would, by necessity, be 
increased (Paleo 1994). 
This increased surcharge would eventually be absorbed 
by the customer, thus increasing his costs and reducing the 




In this thesis we examine requisition procedures for IPG 
2 & 3 requisitions submitted by west coast fleet units to 
FISC-SO as POE for DLA managed material; and to determine if 
the issue point for the material was selected in the best 
interest of the fleet, that is, was the delay in receipt of 
the material minimized so as to decease system down time and 
increase operational availability. Through this thesis we 
will attempt to identify any unnecessary additional costs 
associated with miss-handled requisitions. We will identify 
those areas where the system is not operating as intended and 
make specific recommendations to correct the deficiency which 
will result in subsequent cost savings. 
B. DATA COLLBC'l'ION 
In support of this research, two separate data sets from 
the Requisition Status File (RSF) maintained by FISC-SO were 
obtained for the period 22 Nov 93 through 24 Feb 94. These 
two files are distinguished from each other by the Document 
Identifier (DOCID) of the requisition. A DOCID is a three 
digit code which indicates the purpose and use of the document 
(i.e. the document is an original requisition, a referral, a 




1. Document Zdentifier A0A/A01 Pile 
DOCID AOA is used to identify an original requisition 
intended for domestic shipment of material that can be 
identified by a valid National Stock Number (NSN) . DOCID AOl 
is the same, but is for overseas shipment of material. 
Appendix E is a partial listing of the original data 
set obtained to begin this research. This file contained 
82, 610 records and was a complete list of all IPG 2 & 3 
requisitions submitted from all sources, thrcmgh POE San Diego 
for DLA managed material, that were not subsequently referred 
back to San Diego for issue of material. These requisitions 
are carried in the RSF with DOCIDs of AOA & AOl. If the 
requisition had been referred back, the DOCID would have been 
overwritten, maintaining all other pertinent data. 
This AOA/AOl file was reduced so that it contained 
only those requisitions that carried a service code •R• in the 
document number, which indicates that the requisition is from 
a Pacific Fleet operating unit (NAVSUP P-485). This reduced 
the file to 61,775 records. 
2. Doc:ument Identifier ASA/ASl 
DOCID A5A identifies a Material Release Order for the 
domestic shipment of material that can be identified by a 
valid National Stock Number (NSN). Similarly, DOCID A51 is 
the same, but signifies an overseas shipment (NAVSUP P-485) . 
A requisition passed from an ICP to a stock point with a DOCID 
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of ASA/ASl is essentially an order for the stock point to 
issue the material on hand. 
Appendix F is a partial listing of ASA/ASl records 
obtained to conduct research. This data set contained 5,892 
records and was a listing of all IPG 2 & 3 requisitions 
originally submitted through FISC-SD as the POE, but then were 
subsequently referred back to San Diego by the DLA ICP for 
issue of material from wholesale level inventory. 
This A5A/A51 file contained records from all sources 
of input. To maintain a consistency of comparison, only the 
•R• service code requisitions were selected which reduced the 
file to 1,873 records. These 1,873 records are important and 
will be used to identify inconsistencies in requisition 
processing procedures where some requisitions for a given 
stocked item are returned for issue of material while others 
are not. However, unless otherwise noted, all future 
references to files and requisitions will be for the AOA/AOl 
requisition file. 
C. SBLBCTXON C!lXTBR.:IA 
1. Kaster Stock Item Record (MSXR) Card 
A relatively few number of DLA managed stock numbers 
are actually held in San Diego at the wholesale level. For 
those items that are carried at the wholesale level, a MSIR 
card is maintained listing the appropriate • AA" Cog that 
identifies the corresponding ICP for that material. For 
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material held at the consumer level or retail level, the MSIR 
indicates the corresponding 9_ Cog for that material. 
There is still a considerable amount of inventory 
being held at the intermediate/retail level in San Diego. As 
of this thesis date (May 1994) the final decision has not been 
made as to whether this material will be converted to consumer 
level inventory, or decapitalized and offered to DLA (Dawson 
1994). Since this inventory is still owned by the Navy and 
not part of wholesale inventory, 
available inventory for issue 
requisitions. 
it is not considered as 
to satisfy IPG 2 & 3 
In this thesis, therefore, we will primarily consider 
only those items that have a valid •AA• MSIR on file in San 
Diego indicating that the item is in-stock and maintained at 
the wholesale level. 
2. Teat DataBase 
From the file of 61,775 records, there were 791 
requisitions received from 'R' service code activities for 
material held at the wholesale level for which a valid •AA• 
MSIR was maintained. These 791 requisitions represented 482 
different stock numbers. We randomly select 100 requisitions 
from the 791 available which would be used for further 
research and analysis. The 100 randomly selected requisitions 
represented 89 different stock numbers. 
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We selected 100 requisitions because each requisition 
must be manually traced through the Transaction Ledger History 
for stock availability at San Diego and each requisition must 
then be manually traced through Transaction History at the 
appropriate DLA ICP to determine action taken. These 
procedures are labor intensive, and expanding the depth of the 
test would not significantly affect the results. 
This random selection produced a sampling error of 
5.6% at a 95% confidence interval, and is considered 
justified. 
• The 100 requisitions represent 12.6% of the original 
791. 
• The 89 different stock numbers represent 18.5% of the 
482 different stock numbers available for selection. 
3. Flow Chart Analyaia 
The flow chart presented in Figure 1 identifies the 
process followed in the data gathering and requisition 
selection beginning with the universe of all available 
requisitions through the selection of the sample data base. 
Where appropriate, the number of requisitions or stock numbers 
involved is indicated. 
This flow chart begins with all requisitions submitted 
to San Diego as the input data. The first filter removed all 
IPG 1 requisitions, which are processed differently than IPGs 
2 or 3, and therefore not within the scope of this thesis. 
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Likewise, the second decision filter removed all requisitions 
for other than DLA managed material. To further limit the 
scope of this thesis the next filter selected only those 
requisitions with service code •R• indicating the source as a 
Pacific Fleet unit. 
The next decision in the flow chart marks the 
separation of those requisitions that were correctly returned 
to San Diego for issue of material from those that were not. 
This action produced a file of 61,775 requisitions that would 
require further investigation. In an effort to not skew the 
analysis, an additional decision node was entered that 
selected only those requisitions for material where a valid 
•AA• MSIR existed. This final filter produced a data set 
containing 791 requisition, of which 100 were randomly 
selected for analysis. Through this series of decisions and 
filters, a determination of what percentage of requisitions 
were processed in accordance with established requisition 
processing policy and how many different stock numbered items 
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A. DA'l'A BVALUA'l'ION 
1. overview 
An examination of the raw data available for the 
period of study from 22 Nov 93 - 24 Feb 94 reveals the 
following statistics. 
88,502 requisitions were submitted to NDZ for DLA managed 
material from all sources during the test period. 
63,648 requisitions of the total 88,502 (71.9%) were from 
Pacific Fleet units only. 
61,775 of the Pacific Fleet requisitions (97.1%) were not 
subsequently returned by DLA to San Diego for issue 
of material. These requisitions represent 36,682 
different stock numbers 
791 requisitions, of the 61,775 not returned, were for 
material where a valid •AA• MSIR did exist. These 
requisitions represented 482 different stock 
numbers. 
1,873 requisitions, of the original 63,648 submitted by 
Pacific Fleet units, were returned by a DLA ICP to 
San Diego for issue of material on hand. These 
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requisitions represented 1,319 different NSNs, all 
of which had a valid •AA• MSIR. 
It must be noted that the test period used to conduct 
the research is one where traditionally the volume of 
requisition activity is significantly lower than during other 
periods of the year. This is due to the holiday season 
(Thanksgiving through New Year's), where the Operations Tempo 
is noticeably slower. There is generally less routine 
maintenance performed and as a result of reduced system 
operation, there is less corrective maintenance and system 
failures. 
Because of this seasonal effect, actual research 
findings were required to be annualized and all projections 
have been calculated based on a statistical inference and 
these projections have been adjusted for seasonality. The 
statistics and percentages in Appendix A were used to generate 
the projections. 
To project the annualized demand, actual requisition 
data retrieved during the test period was used as the basis 
for all estimates. Of the 61,775 requisitions not returned to 
San Diego for issue, there were 31,695 for items where a valid 
9_ Cog MSIR did exist, indicating either consumer or retail 
level inventory was available and 29,289 were requisitions for 
items where the material was not carried locally. 
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2. Sampling Results 
A random sample of 100 of the 791 requisitions 
submitted for material where a valid •AA• MSIR did exist was 
selected (47 were IPG 2 and 53 were IPG 3) and further 
analysis revealed the following information. 
a. Stock Availability 
Eighty-four of the 100 requisitions sampled (39 
IPG 2 and 45 IPG 3) revealed that there was sufficient stock 
on hand in San Diego as of the supply action date of the 
requisition to satisfy the requirement in full. 
b. DLA ICP Acticm 
Ninety-three percent of the requisitions forwarded 
to DLA were subsequently passed to a stock point for issue of 
material. The remaining 7% of the requisitions sampled are 
still awaiting some further action. This includes 
requisitions that have been backordered, those that are 
awaiting direct procurement action and those that were 
cancelled by DLA because of an incorrect unit of issue in the 
original document. 
c. I.Dventory Position 
Currently there are 42,557 line items carried in 
San Diego with a valid •AA• Cog MSIR. The following is a 





" AX (9C) 9,710 22.80% $49.10 21.40% 
ex (9G) 10,943 25.70% $64.90 28.30% 
KZ (9Z) 7,715 18.10% $29.60 12.90% 
TX (9N) 12,529 29.40% $72.20 31.50% 
Others 1,660 4.00% $13.30 5.90% 
Total 42,557 $229.10 
d. Requ:J.•:J.t:J.o.a Proc•••iDg D:l•cre~ 
There were 1,873 requisitions which were returned 
by a DLA ICP to San Diego for issue of material. A careful 
analysis of these requisitions, comparing them to the 791 that 
were not returned, could produce no plausible explanation as 
to why these requisitions were returned and the others were 
not. Nothing in the DLA policy manual suggests any reason for 
this inconsistency. There were 197 requisitions where both an 
AOA/A01 record and an A5A/A51 record existed for the same 
stock number. Sixty percent (119 of 197) of the requisitions 
for these same stock numbers were returned while 40% (78 of 
197) were not. 
A further analysis of this combined data set of 
197 requisitions revealed 47 individual stock numbers, and a 
random sample of these NSNs showed that 82% had a sufficient 
quantity on hand when both the A5A/A51 record was returned for 
issue and the AOA/A01 was passed unfilled. This comparison 
between requisitions returned and those that were not, 
particularly for the same item, indicates a breakdown in the 
requisition process, or at least an inconsistency in 
processing. 
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B. llft'BC'l' OF CtJRRBHT POLICY 
If the current system continues to operate uncorrected, 
the potential remains for 84% of all requisitions received at 
San Diego for DLA material to be passed to another stock point 
for issue of material while stock is on hand locally, where a 
valid • AA • Cog MSIR exists. In this section, we discuss 
impacts on various costs. 
1. Iaaue/'l'ranaportation coata 
There were 664 requisitions (84% of 791) that could 
potentially have been filled directly from stock in San Diego. 
When annualized for seasonality this represents 4,064 
requisitions per year (see Appendix A). The unnecessary 









Off base issue cost 
Transshipment 
On base charge 
Additional Cost 
Requisitions 
Total additional costs 
The potential additional cost of not correcting the 
current process is considerably greater given the number of 9_ 
Cog line items currently held at the retail level that could 
be transferred to DLA and •AA• Cog status. This issue is 
discussed in greater detail in section C.1 of this chapter. 
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2. :Pipeline Inventory coata 
There is another cost involved when shipping material, 
and that is the pipeline inventory cost. This is the 
additional cost of inventory in transit caused by additional 
processing and shipping time. The annual cost of $3, 055 
($1,368 + $1,687) that is involved in this case is relatively 
minor, however, it is not inconsequential. 
Value U/P x Qty 
Cost Factor· 









*Cost Factor= (.23~365)x(avg days delay) 
The avg days delay for: 
IPG 2 is 17.2 days 
IPG 3 12.1 days 
The holding cost rate of 23% includes the following: 
.10 - as the time value of money 
.10 - as the cost of obsolescence 
.02 - pilferage costs 
.01 - warehouse costs 
3. Readin••• Coat 
The most significant cost incurred by the fleet as a 
result of the mishandling of these requisitions is the cost 
that is the hardest to quantify. This is the cost of 
readiness expressed in terms of reduced operational 
availability. It is impossible, at least at this stage, to 
assign dollar values to lost readiness. It is beyond the 
scope of this thesis to determine exactly what equipment or 
weapons systems were involved, or to what extent the 
operational availability was affected. There are, however, 
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several qualitative assumptions that can be made and 
inferences that can be drawn. 
a. Actual DA.Y8 Delayed 
The data available for research on this subject 
was reliable up to and including the actual shipping date for 
the requisition. Because of the variability involved with a 
fleet unit reporting receipt of material, we were unable to 
determine with any degree of certainty the actual receipt date 
of the material by the ship. The ship's physical location 
greatly affects their ability to receive material. Often time 
material is delivered to the pier and held in anticipation of 
the ship's eminent return. This material is considered to be 
delivered (especially for IPG 3 requisitions), even though 
actual receipt may not be recorded for several days. 
Therefore, to maintain a consistency of comparison, all delays 
are measured from the Supply Action Date (the day the 
requisition entered the system in San Diego) to the confirmed 
shipping date when material was actually shipped or to the 
estimated shipping date for backordered or delayed 
requisitions. The actual shipping time involved is assumed to 
be constant regardless of source or destination. However, for 
ships in port San Diego, this delay caused by increased 
transit time from a remote stock point could be increased by 
as much as 12-30 days over direct delivery from DDDC. 
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Based upon data acquired from various ICP 
Requisition Status Files (see Appendix C), it was determined 
that the average delay from the Supply Action Date until 
receipt of confirmed shipping status for IPG 2 requisitions 
was 23.2 days. For IPG 3 requisitions the delay was 16 days. 
There are several requisitions that are being held in 
backorder or under procurement status with only an estimated 
shipping date (ESD) available. When these ESDs are factored 
in, the average delay for IPG 3's jumps to 33.1 days. It 
must be remembered that in every one of these delays, there 
was adequate stock on hand in San Diego at the wholesale level 
to satisfy the entire requirement of the requisition. 
The standard processing time at DDDC for a 
requisition to be picked, packaged and processed for delivery 
is six days for an IPG 2, and 21 days for an IPG 3. Currently 
DDDC is operating at 99% efficiency for meeting these 
standards (Enge 1994). 
The additional unnecessary delay for IPG 2 
requisitions is 17.2 days and for IPG 3 requisitions it is 
12.1 days. The variability is even greater. The actual 
delays for an IPG 2 ranged from five to 67 days, and from two 
to 161 days for an IPG 3. For Fleet operating units this 
translates into a significant degree of uncertainty. 
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b. l'ri.orJ.ty De•i.gnator 
OPNAVINST 4614.1F specifies what priority a 
requisition can be assigned, based on a combination of the 
Force/Activity Designator (FAD) and the Urgency of Need 
Designator (UND) . The requisitions under study in this thesis 
were either priority 06 (IPG 2), or priority 13 (IPG 3) 
requisitions. Refer to Table I in Chapter II, section C.3 
(1) Force/Activity Designator. The FAD l.S a 
single digit identifier that indicates the Jl'lission 
essentiality of a unit, and that unit's relative importance, 
as assigned by the Secretary of Defense or the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. All priority 06 and 13 requisitions are submitted by 
units in FAD III. FAD III is reserved for all US combat ready 
and direct combat support forces outside CONUS and not 
included in FADs I or II. Essentially, all ships that are 
ready for sea and not actually assigned to SIXTH or SEVENTH 
Fleet operations are assigned FAD III. 
(2) Urgency of Need Designator. The UND is a 
single alpha character that identifies the urgency of the end 
use requirement. All priority 06 requisitions have a UND of 
B which identifies the item as being: 
• • .. required for immediate end use, the lack of which is 
impairing the operational capability of the ship 
concerned.• 
• • .. required to effect emergency replacement or repair of 
auxiliary equipment systems.• 
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• • .. required to replace storeroom stock when the last 
inventory item has been issued.• 
• • .. required to preclude an anticipated C-2 CASREP .. • 
All priority 13 requisitions have a UNO of C 
which identifies the item as being • .. required for scheduled 
maintenance or ... to replenish storeroom stock ... • (OPNAVINST 
4614.1F) 
c. z.;,act of Delay 
Since the primary military reasons for maintaining 
an inventory are to increase readiness and sustain ships at 
sea, an argument can be made that any unnecessary delay in the 
receipt of material requisitioned for the replenishment of 
storeroom stock, can inject a level of uncertainty regarding 
the future operational availability of any equipment/system, 
should that item be required prior to receipt. 
With respect to the priority 06 requisitions, the 
impact is much greater and much more readily apparent. As 
stated earlier, a priority 06 requisition is by definition one 
where the item is 'immediately' required. Therefore, any 
delay has a significant negative impact on readiness and 
operational availability in the near term and the delay can in 
fact increase the severity of the impact so as to increase the 
priority of the requisition to C-3 or C-4 CASREP status. The 
introduction of any additional and unnecessary delay, as is 
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clearly evident in this thesis, is unquestionably 
unacceptable. 
C. B!TBC'l' OP LOSS OP J:H'l'BRHBJ)I.A'l'B J:NVBN'l'OR.Y 
Our research revealed a situation that has developed as a 
result of both the DoD wide effort to eliminate intermediate 
levels of inventory and DLA's stock positioning policy of not 
actively positioning material at the wholesale level in San 
Diego. San Diego is not designated as a Primary Distribution 
Site and as such the DLA ICPs have not pushed material to San 
Diego (Enge 1994). The majority of wholesale level stock on 
hand in San Diego is there as a result of the CIT process 
(Rach 1994) . 
An overwhelmingly large percentage (51.3%) of the IPG 2 & 
3 requisitions reviewed were submitted for material that was 
currently held at the consumable/retail level, but because of 
current policy restrictions was not available for issue. 
Another significant percentage (47 .4%) of the IPG 2 & 3 
requisitions reviewed were submitted for items that were not 
carried locally. Since no demand is recorded by San Diego for 
these not-carried items, it is impossible to determine at this 
time what material would have been available if the items were 
positioned based on regional demand. 
Each of the requisitions in these two categories were 
filled from a stock point other than DDDC. This· automatically 
resulted in the incurrence of the $15 additional cost per 
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issue. Considering the tremendous volume of requisitions 
received on an annual basis, there exists a significant 
potential for cost avoidance both in the immediate and che 
long range. 
1. Immediate Savings 
The 31,6~5 requisitions submitted to San Diego during 
the study period by Pacific Fleet units for DLA managed 
material. where a 9_ Cog MSIR card was available, represented 
13,928 individual stock numbers. Every one of these stock 
numbers had sc.ue prior transaction frequency and historic 
demand. Annualized for seasonality, these 31,695 requisitions 
equate to a potential demand of 162,916 per year, (refer to 
Appendix A for seasonal adjustment). 
If the 9_ Cog material was made available for 
immediate issu~, then these requisitions could be filled from 
local stock and thereby avoid the added $15 issue costs. This 






Additional issue costs 
Potential Savings 
Current business rules do permit access to this 
inventory for IPG 2 & 3 requisitions, but only if the item 
requested is in an excess inventory position. To have these 
demands supplied by FISC-SD, a slightly higher inventory level 
may be required, which would reduce the projected savings by 
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some amount. This additional cost involved to replenish the 
consumer/retail inventory, would be insignificant compared to 
the cost and time savings generated by directly filling the 
requirements locally. Because this effort would eventually be 
conducted on an exception basis, it would not eliminate the 
need for wholesale inventory at DDDC. 
2. Long Ter.m Savings 
As was previously stated, there were 2 9, 289 
requisitions submitted for material that was not carried 
locally. Each of these requisitions were submitted for 
material that was cataloged with a National Stock Number, so 
the assumption is made that this material is available from 
some stock point in CONUS. Annualized for seasonality, these 
29,289 requisitions equate to a potential demand of 150,534 
per year, (refer to Appendix A for seasonal adjustment). 
The cost avoidance that could have been realized if 






Additional issue costs 
Annual Savings 
As with the previous section, this cost avoidance 
figure is estimated at a potential maximum. Because this 
inventory does exist at some location, the probable savings 
would be reduced because of the added cost of transferring 
inventory to San Diego, and the additional cost that may be 
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incurred as a result of the expanded storage site. However, 
since this transfer could conceivably be accomplished in 
volume, the cost would be considerably less than the current 
$15 per requisition. 
3. current l:nitiatives 
There are initiatives underway to change the DLA stock 
positioning policy to include the active placement of demand 
based items in San Diego at the wholesale level (Brock 1994). 
The program under consideration would allow an item to be 
stocked at a given location if the regional demand is greater 
than or equal to five percent of the worldwide demand for that 
item. The geographic size of the region is still under 
consideration, however, this revised policy, when it takes 
effect, will significantly reduce the unnecessary costs of 
transportation and reduced readiness that is now being 
incurred. This finding significantly underscores the need for 
rapid approval and implementation of this new policy. 
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V CONCLUS%0NS AND RBCOHHBNDAT%0NS 
The primary purpose of this thesis was to examine 
requisitions submitted to Point of Entry (POE) San Diego for 
DLA material and determine if these requisitions were being 
filled locally from material on hand. If this was found not 
to be the case, then this thesis was to determine the cost of 
non-compliance involved, both in dollars and in lost readiness 
as a result of any delay. In addition, the extent to which 
actual savings could be achieved was also examined. 
A supplemental issue that emerged as a result of this 
research was the recognition that a much greater problem 
existed because of both a lack of inventory available and the 
inaccessibility of existing stock. 
In this thesis we examined requisitions from Pacific Fleet 
ships submitted during a three month period. Because of the 
large volume of requisitions involved, a random sample was 
selected for further in-depth analysis. The results of this 
analysis and specific recommendations follow. 
A. CONCLUS%0NS 
1. Principal Findings 
It was determined through personal interviews and 
document reviews that the current requisition processing 
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system in place at DLA is designed to allow a given 
requisition to be filled from the closest stock point to the 
POE where material is available. An analysis of the empirical 
data revealed however, that the current requisition processing 
system is not operating in the best interest of the Fleet. 
The system as designed is unable to keep up with the 
rapid expansion of stock points and material that are 
migrating to DLA control as a result of DMRD initiatives, 
impending base realignments and closures and the Consumable 
Item Transfer (CIT) process. 
Because of these external factors, requisitions are 
being forwarded to locations far removed from the point of 
entry, causing significant delays in processing and in receipt 
by the customer and an increase in transportation time and 
cost. There were some cases where this delay was caused by 
the need to draw down material from a location scheduled for 
closure. However, the majority of misdirected requisitions 
that were erroneously passed to another stock point, rather 
than returned to San Diego, where sufficient wholesale stock 
was available, were most probably a result of incorrect coding 
of the Source Preference Table or Geographic Area Codes. 
There did not appear to be any consistency in either 
the handling or the mishandling of requisitions. There was no 
pattern where any particular Federal Supply Class (FSC) or 
National Stock Number (NSN) was specifically identified for 
routing to another location. If attrition of a selected FSC 
so 
or NSN from a given site was the objective, there were 
numerous examples where one requisition was forwarded to an 
attrition site, and another for the same material was not. 
There were also examples found where requisitions were 
passed to an East coast stock point for issue, which is in 
direct contradiction of DLA policy. And finally, there were 
specific cases uncovered where requisitions remain unfilled, 
awaiting backorder release or direct delivery from a vendor, 
even though wholesale material is readily available in San 
Diego. 
These mishandled requisitions resulted in total direct 
additional costs of $64,015 and an average delay (not 
including transit time) of 17.2 and 12.1 days for IPG 2 & 3 
requisitions respectively. 
2. Supplemental Findings 
The direct financial impact of the principal finding 
is relatively minor; however, the impact of the time delay and 
the resultant potential effect on readiness and operational 
availability of equipment and systems is quite considerable 
and is a legitimate cause for concern. 
There were two other notable issues that were exposed 
as a result of this research. The first was the considerable 
cost incurred as a result of current policy that does not 
provide for access to the consumer /retail level inventory 
available (unless the item in question is in an excess 
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inventory position) to satisfy IPG 2 or 3 Fleet requisitions. 
The second was the nearly equal cost incurred as a result of 
possible demand based items not being actively positioned by 
DLA in San Diego. 
Notwithstanding the political considerations of 
allowing open access to all 9_ Cog MSIR material, the effect 
of the loss of the intermediate levels of inventory is 
substantial both in actual dollar expense incurred and the 
reduced readiness caused by the added delay in processing. 
The short-term policy considerations would allow access to the 
consumer/retail inventory for IPG 2 & 3 requisitions even if 
the item was not in an excess position. 
In the near term, this may require additional 
quanti ties to be carried. However, our research revealed that 
significant quantities were available to both satisfy the 
requisition in question and provide for anticipated customer 
requirements. This access to consumer/retail inventory would 
only be required until such time as all retail inventory was 
decapitalized and passed to DLA and/or the revised stock 
positioning policy was implemented. This revised policy 
should eventually eliminate the need for access to consumer 
levels, except for emergency situations, by actively 
positioning material based on regional demand. 
The additional cost and lost readiness incurred as a 
result of the not carried items would take longer to resolve, 
but again, the pending policy change on stock positioning 
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would eventually achieve the desired result in this area as 
well. 
B. UCCIIIIJDmATIOBS 
1. UDifor.a Automated Data ProceaaiDg Syat .. Pilter 
A local programming change should be undertaken to 
install a filter to the Uniform Automated Data Processing 
System (UADPS) that would allow the interrogation of 11 AA 11 MSIR 
cards to ascertain stock availability and then allow for 
immediate processing of the requisition by DDDC to satisfy the 
requirement from wholesale material on-hand without first 
having to route the requisition to the appropriate ICP. 
Demand for the item could be recorded locally or forwarded to 
DLA in the form of transaction item reporting. 
This measure would allow for local same-day processing 
and also remove the possibility of misrouting requisitions. 
The expense of programming changes would be offset by the cost 
avoidance realized. Readiness would be improved through a 
reduction in the actual days delay involved and the 
elimination of the variability in processing times. This 
would result in an immediate operating cost savings to DLA of 
$64,015 and reduce delivery delays to the customer by 12-17 
days. 
2. DLA ProceaaiDg 
DLA must aggressively pursue updates ·to the Source 
Preference Table (SPT) to correct any errors and prevent 
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future mis-codings that would cause routing of requisitions 
contrary to current policy. At the present time, the SPT is 
updated manually, based upon a wide assortment of inputs. The 
high volume of changes required as a result of base closures 
and realignments, as well as the CIT process, greatly increase 
the probability for coding errors and the reliance on outdated 
information. 
3. DLA/Service Interface 
DLA and the Service ICPs involved in the CIT process 
must take proactive measures to ensure that all 
decapitalization documents are in agreement for each NSN 
transferred to DLA management. This action would reduce the 
number of coding errors and mis-routings caused by unreliable 
inventory balances being entered into the matrix and assumed 
to be reliable by the system and item managers. 
4. DLA Stockage Policy 
DLA must continue to aggressively pursue a policy 
change that would permit active positioning of wholesale level 
material at selected stock points based upon geographic 
demand. This would greatly reduce the $2,258,010 additional 
operating cost incurred directly by DLA as a result of the not 
carried inventory. It would also reduce the $2, 443, 740 
additional annual cost incurred because of the loss of the 
intermediate inventory levels. These costs . are currently 
absorbed by DLA as part of their operating budget and are not 
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directly passed on to the customer in t>e current surcharge. 
However, any significant savings could be reflected in reduced 
surcharges for future fiscal years. 
The Primary Distribution Site approach developed by 
DLA for stock positioning is closely related to the airline 
industry's 'hub and spoke' concept. This approach may well 
reduce cost of operations at the hub through increased 
efficiency, but it risks added costs of transportation and 
unnecessary time delays along each spoke. There remains a 
need for a direct linkage between high demand areas and 
customers and local stock points for wholesale material . 
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APPBHJ)IX A: STATISTICS AHD PDCBH'l'AGBS 
708,972 Total requisitions submitted to POE San Diego for 
DLA material for 12 month period from all sources 
for IPGs 1, 2& 3. 
137,936 Total requisitions submitted to POE San Diego for 
DLA material during the test period from all sources 
for IPGs 1, 2 & 3. 
82,610 Total IPG 2 & 3 requisitions submdtted to POE San 
Diego for DLA material from all sources during the 
test period. 
61,775 Total •R• Service code requisitions submitted to POE 
San Diego for DLA material during the test period 
for IPGs 2 & 3. 
82,610 + 137,936 = .5989 
Percent of IPG 2 & 3 to total during the test period. 
708,972 X .5989 = 424,603 
IPG 2 & 3 requisitions annualized for 12 month period. 
61,775 + 82,610 = .7478 
•R• Service code requisitions as percent of total during the 
test period 
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424,603 X .7478 = 317,514 
Total of •R• Service code requisitions for DLA rr :erial 
annualized for 12 month period 
791 ~ 61,775 = .0128 
Percent of IPG 2 & 3 requisitions received where valid •AA• 
MSIR existed to Total IPG 2 & 3 received during the test 
period . 
. 0128 X 317,514 = 4,064 
Annualized total of requisitions received for •AA• MSIR 
items, adjusted for seasonality. 
31,695 ~ 61,775 = .5131 
Percent of IPG 2 & 3 requisitions received where valid 9_ 
Cog MSIR existed to Total IPG 2& 3 received during test . 
. 5131 X 317,514 = 162,916 
Annualized total of requisitions received for 9_ Cog MSIR 
items, adjusted for seasonality. 
29,289 ~ 61,775 = .4741 
Percent of IPG 2 & 3 requisitions received where No MSIR 
existed to Total IPG 2 & 3 received during test. 
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.4741 X 317,514 = 150,534 
Annualized total of requisitions received for No MSIR items, 
adjusted for seasonality. 
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APPBHDIX B: RAHDOH SAIIPLB OF RBQOISITIONS 
This appendix contains the complete list of randomly 
selected requisitions, taken from the 791 requisitions that 
were originally submitted to San Diego as the POE, for which 
a valid •AA• MSIR was available, but which were not 
subsequently returned to San Diego for issue of material. 
This list catalogs the results of the research conducted, to 
include: 
• Quantity on hand as of the supply action date 
• Current status of the requisition 
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82 ~ 840501(!;75582 R03363332l:>>al 1 3350 13 S9T 18.70 59 92 CY 7 
"8j ga··- 624o004614542 R2i4663343105~f _ .. 20. '3350 . 5-- SsG --f9o -1- 2j. --()(-- ---4 --IDA -N7A ___ -N/.4' -- ... - ---
8.4 !1: .. ~2185382 Rtmi440320897 ---i ·4o35 ---6-- s9C- S0.33 ···a·- ...... -#.------ 24 --- BA·-- --·4o3if. -~lbc-· ...... - . 
-e e~~a; !B~= ~~~ f! :] ~ m ~_iij~ -r ~-· ~m; ~-·~ :;lr= ;;_~ ;ir ••- :_~; 1 ~- ~ 
es 9t- - .tom1&18935 fi201323351005r - ·- 4 3361 - 6 - s9C 647:57 ··;o o2 -.AX--- - 18 -fiA-- ---'33sC -sac·----- ---
so~-·-· 20ii0M591so R216054024ooixf - ro -4041 ·13 -tJoz --4roo --r- 34- -a<- ··21m----·:·-- -----: -- -_ --- - · --- · 
--~ ~~-~: ~2[~~~ ~~?~~~~~?r _:_) J~H __ ---~ .~fsg =-~!!~ ~--~-~ ~-~ -~-~-= ~-=:~2 --=~--= =~t~-- · ~-=-s~cf~ --= -= ~ l =J 
92 9Z 2925011429043 R0336340100209 7 4021 13 591 130.63 42 63 KZ lKI 
· 93 i::---· :nt00120i2627 A2D22.t4o11A219- --1 ... 4oi3 --6 -soc -m:s3 ··a-· -· -AX- -- -:; __ BA ___ -- iol·r -me--
9.4 ~- ... 102000Bm94 il21200m4A25r - -, -4005 --u -s9t -·-o:oo --o --- ··· ;.x-- ----1~ -- BA--- -- 4w; -- -me·-
-95 ii---· 66c6ii3991996 A2i1184oi10439-- -, 4028 ---6- s9G --89.96 --, 2.r· ·a<---- ---;s -·ss·-- -·4o4t- ----NNtr- · --- -rs 
.. 96 9t .. J1100H188236 R214284042iuH· - ··2 ··4045 --13 -NOZ ·-sf86 -11 N2 ····RZ-· - ·-;n -- -.--·- ---. ~·--- . -~. -- - - . . --
--~?. ~~ -~ ~~1~~ ~o~~~r~2~r -.~-~ -~Q?~ _]~ ~J~ J~IlQ ~I: 33 -~~~ ~- .. -J~--=-~s:--= ~:J®~~ --=~~-- ----- -691 
98 9G 4140011236($) R21198l3651236 1 4003 12 S9G 31.29 5 02 Q( 33 SS 4011 mz 8 
· --99 9N --- 582001 2336651' fi21o23~73~37 - ··1 --.o24 - 6 - Nliz -94s: 11 1ir d · -tX - 294 ----. -- · -- -· · ~----- · - -. -- -
·HiO !t -- 47m161essr A2H983~- -1 --4005 --·-s- sse ··22019 --9 13- --w.·- -----378 ---- 8A- ··- 4Tii- --sse---
I OIH: Qty as of SAD 
N/A: SL~Iicient stock not on hand 
· : Film shipping data not available 
APPENDIX C: SHIPPING STATISTICS 
Days Issue Pricrit}l Group 2 Da,s I#Ut/1 AD;p 61f1(#1 j 
Delay Delay 
7 Mean 23.27 22 Mean 33.14 
67 Standard Error 6.8-4 15 Standard Error 9.~ 
5 Medan 17 15 Medan 13 
67 Mode 67 10 Mode 11 
10 StandW Deviation 22.68 16 SU!ndard Deviation 45.35 
5 Variance 514.22 9 Variance 2.056.33 
19 KIMtosis 1.14 25 Kl.ltosis 198 
24 Skewness 1.53 11 Skewness 2.17 
24 Rav: S2 73 Rav: 159 
17 Mmun 5 6 Mmun 2 
11 Maximum S7 2 Maximum 161 
S~.m 256 11 S~.m S9S 
































APPENDIX D: LIST OF ACROHYKS 
llcquisition Advice Code 
Consumable Item Transfer 
Cognizance symbol 
Continental United States 
Defense Business Operating Fund 
Defense Distribution Depot, San Diego 
Defense Logistics Agency 
Defense Management Report 
Defense Management Review Decision 
Document Identification 
Department of Defense 
Department of the Navy 
Estimated Shipping Date 
Force Activity Designator 
Fleet & Industria: Supply Center 
Federal Supply Class 
Geographic Support 
General Service Administration 
Inventory Control Point 
Issue Priority Group 
















Not In Stock 
Naval Supply Center 
Nationc~ Stock Number 
Operations and Maintenance, Navy 
Primary Distribution Sit€. 
Point of Entry 
Requisition Status File 
Standard Automated Material Management System 
Specialized Distribution Sites 
Satellite Warehouse Sites 
Uniform Automated Data Processing System 
Uniform Material Movement and Issue Priority System 
Urgency of Need Designator 
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APPa:DIX B: AOA/ AOl DATABASB 
This appendix contains a partial list of the complete 
AOA/AOl database file of requisitions retrieved from the 
Requisition Status File maintained by FISC_SD during the test 






Partial list of Complete AOA/A01 Databut 
of Requisitions Submitted During Test Perio4 
22 Nov 93 - 24 Feb 94 
REQN QTY SAD RIT SIC WC DIST PRI utA RCI OHI UNIT TAl TR IMSIR lV~UE 
-·--- ··-··- ----· - - .. - ··-- .. . ...... - - .. - -- ·- - --· QTY PRice FRQ wv . . . . .. 
i.:riA ____ lA- . 2&1oooio44236 N63387335oeocn· --12 . 4005 NDZ et-4 -R 9A- -T4 N<i 3.. . ··o o.oo . - o.oo 
AriA-- 9A- 2630010568757 Ni33874004i2~- - - 1 --.4019 NDi et.f if 9A- -9 N<Z 3-- - ·a--o.oo ·----. - .. - . - .. o.oo 
Aiii.- 9.\-- 2sioo1i5439ae N833874004ooo.f --27 40i9 NDZ BM .A 9A- -14 .14<Z 3- -··a o.oo . . . .. - .... - o.oo 
-·--- -·---· ---------- ~------- ---- ·---· ---- --- --- -···-· .. ---- ----~-·· ··-- ··-··--- ---·- . - ···---- - .. -AOA 9A 2&10011541446 N6338740080001 32 4013 NDZ BM R 9A 14 N<:Z. 3 0 0.00 0.00 AOA ____ 9i.: 2iioo104536a8 Ni33i7401i2002 ... - --9-4019 NDZ et.i R ·9A- -T4 N<Z 3- ··-··a .. o.oo. ·- .. . - .. . .. o.oo 
- -- -- ..•... ·----··-··--·-··- -----------·-·-·· -· ·--- -··-·--·- ·--·-- -··· _________ __;._ ·-··---~-·-· ···--·-··1- ----------- .. -- -- . - •. -AOA 9A 2610002462829 N6338740112003 15 4019 NOZ BM R 9A 14 N<:Z. 3 0 0.00 0.00 
A.OA--· 9A-· 2610002697383 N6338740192o01". -· ····--a ··4025 NDZ BM R -9A-- -;-i·N<Z 3-- -- 22 . ·7.22 --,-7 o2 --iA.. .57:ie 
·--·--- -·--- -··---- -- ··-- -----·------· ·--- ·-- ----- --- --··· --- .. --.- ---- ··-·-· --· ·-···- --··-·-·-· -·· . -·-- ····- ... - ···-AOA 9A 2&10002944325 N6338740200001 2 4026 NOZ BM R 9A 14 N<:Z. 3 0 0.00 0.00 
"ACiA ·- 9A .. 26fooo2607347 t.i8338740272004- -. ---1 ·--4034 NDZ BM --A- . -9A- -- f4 N<Z 3-- -·-o . --o.oo ---· ·- --· - - ... .. o.oo 
.. ·--- ··-···· ----·-· ··--·---- ----·------·· - ··--f.-·---- .---· --- -·- - ··-·- ---- --- =-- ---· ------ -··- .. -- .. ···--· -· .. -AOA 9A 2610007280151 N6338740272005 1 4034 NDZ BM R 9A 14 N<:Z. 3 0 0.00 0.00 AOI\·-·- u:-· 2iiooo2697377 Ni33874027oocif .. --·5 .. ·4035 NDi 8.:4 Ff . 9A- -14 N<i 3--- ··- ··o-- o.oo- .. . --. . o.oo 
----- --·· ---·-·----··- ---------- ···-· ·- ---- --·--·· --- ·-·- --··-·~'- ·----!-=-- ·--- ·-·-·- --·-·- -- .. - . -···- .. AOA 9A 2630006893378 N6338740338261 2 4042 NOZ BM R 9A 7 N<:Z. 3 1 230.00 2 53 9A 460.00 
-- -···- ...•. -·-···· ... .. --····. . ... ··--··--·-······ -···- F··- ---- ····-- --- ···-- --------· ··•·· ---- .. 
AOA 9A 2610011481635 N6338140342006 5 4049 NOZ BM R 9A 7 N<:Z. 3 0 0.00 0.00 ADA- .. 9A- . 261ooo2607~7 Ni3387«>342oo7. --· --3 -4049 t.ioi· BM R- -9A- --7 -N<Z 3-- ·--o ·····o.oo - -- .. - - - - - o.oo 
. - -- .. ··-· ·- ·-- ··-- ·-·-- .. --- ----- -- . . ·-· -·· ··-- ··- ·- ···--. --·- -·-- .......... - ·- -- ----1--· -- -· --·-·-· - -· ... ..•.. . . .. . -- .. -
ADA 9A 2610002621948 N6338740342008 4 4049 NOZ BM R 9A 7 Ita. 3 13 5.48 9 N2 9A 21.12 
-···•··· ••··-- ---······--·---···-··-···------· .... --·-1-·---~·---f-".C-. ·-···--·- -·----~-- -·-. --···•• -·- --.- .. --· • .. AOA 9A 2610007280151 N6338740342009 3 4049 NOZ BM R 9A 7 Ita. 3 0 0.00 0.00 AiJA ___ &A--- 2610004898013 N6338740340002 ·- ---~ -M NDZ eti .R -·iA- --; N<z 3··- --·-····a ---o~oo ---- . - -... - .... o.oo 
----c--o---------------·--- - ---~--- ·----- --- -------- ---- ·-···--· ··--·-· -··-· . - .... - -· ------AOA 9A 2610002628769 N633874034E001 22 4042 NDZ BM R 9A 14 Ita. 3 0 0.00 0.00 
. ---··- ... --- --· --··-·------- ---------···- ·- -- ---- ··-· -- . ·-·-- ---- --- ..... ·-···-- ____ .;_.;:;._ ... --····· ------· ····- ·-··· -·- ---AOA 9A 2610004557138 N8338740390001 2 4046 NOZ BM R 9A 7 N<:Z. 3 0 0.00 0.00 
-- -·- -~ -----·--···-- ------·--·-··- - ~--~ --- -·- -·· -··-·· -------- -- _;.=_.;:;. __ ---- ·------ -·--· -·- ·----· ·---- -·· AOA 9A 2630002948978 N6338740408258 2 4046 NDZ BM R 9A 7 N<:Z. 3 2 83.41 6 N2 9A 168.82 
·····------·-····- ·········-·····-··--------·- ... ----·····--·· --- ···--···---~--- ····-----·----~=--·····-- ... - ... -·-·· . AOA 9A 2610000519450 N6338740422001 3 4049 NOZ BM R 9A 7 NQ 3 0 0.00 0.00 
-·-· - - ---·- ------ -·-·- -- -----··- -- ----· -· --· ~-- f--- ··---- b-- --- ·-- ---- ·--- ---·· --- ~---· ·-- ...... --- -·- -- -----ADA 9A 2610007267647 N6338740422002 8 4049 NOZ BM R 9A 7 Ita. 3 15 41.97 16 92 9A 335.78 
- -·-· -··-·-- . .. . .... ·····--· -·· .... - -----f-·-····- ... - .... -· ----···-· - -·- ·····- -··· ·····-- --·--·-··---· . - ... - - . -
AOA 9A 2610007267647 N6338740428001 5 4048 NOZ BM R 9A 14 N<:Z. 3 15 41.97 16 92 9A 209.85 
··--- - --· .. --.- - -· .. -·-- ··------- -· - - ·- ·- --- --·- - - ·- -· ----. ·---···- --·- -- ·-- ·--- - -·-1---··-. ------· ·-. .. - - - ..... . AOA 9A 2610005289629 N6340632166962 4 3348 NDZ BM R 9A 14 1K1. 1 0 0.00 0.00 AOA- . 9A-:- 2610005287798 Ni34o640106s2ci" .. ··-. 6 --401-3 NDZ eM". A- . 9A ··;4 N<Z i- -- ·a ·-(ioo -·.-- - . . . -· . o.oo 
A6A -·· 9A-- 5355013294753 Ni588i332061i4. - -48.3334 "Noz BM ··A- .. 9A. - 6 N<Z·;--- ···a ·--o.oo --. . o.oo 
AOX.-·- 9A--· 5355013294753 N658e8332o61t4 8 ·- ·3 -3334 NDi. BM ·-A· . 9A- ··a-Nsi. ,--·· -· ·a ·--o.oo. .. . . . - o.oo 
···-·-·- ---------·-· ----- -------····· ---- --->-·--- ·--- -·- ··--·--··- -·- ---·1---- -- --·-··---·-- -- ·-·. ·- ·- ....... - .. -AOX 9A 5355013294753 N65888332061T4 0 10 3334 NOZ BM R 9A 6 1K1. 1 0 0.00 0.00 
AOX.--- . 9A-- 5355013294753 Ni58883320i1i"4 F - 1o .. 3334 NDi BM A . 9A- - --& N;z 1--- -·---o --o.oo- -·· .. -- .. - --· o.oo 
--- -····- ·---- -----· ... ··----· ···--- ·-·-·--- ···-·· -- ··--- ·--- -·-·-· ~;_ -- .. --·-· ·•·- ---- ..:._ -·-· -- .. -··----· --·--- -- .... -- -- -·· -· AOX 9A 5355013294753 N65888332061T4 G 25 3334 NOZ BM R 9A 6 1K1. 1 0 0.00 0.00 
.... -- - ------ - ···-· -· ·- - -- ··---- . ·--·· ·- ···- .. - -··-- ---·--· --- -·-··· ---- --· --. - .. --.:.=- --- --- .... -·---· -·-· ····-·· -. ·- ·-- - . 
AOA 9A 2640000603550 N65888334405PQ E 1 3347 NOZ BM R 9A 13 A\Z 0 271 0.06 23 D2 9A 6.00 
-- -··· ---- --- .. ----·-- ----------· ·- - -- ---- --·-· ~--·- ___ .._ ____ -·- .... -- --- --· -----·--· --·--- .... -- -·-- ... -
AOA 9A 2640000603550 N65888334703PQ 30 3:J48 NOZ BM R 9A 13 1K1. 0 271 0.06 23 02 9A 1.80 
Q\ 
(ID 
Partial list of Complete ADA/AD1 Database 
of Requisitions Submined D1ring Test Period 
22 Nov 93 - 24 Feb 94 
ooaoJCOGI NsN 1 REQN 1 JQ:r( ~A~ ~·I ~ ~~~ I?'~T ~ _ ~ ~ q~ u~~-- TR.I ~ 1 M~IR I_VAWE 
QTY PRICE FRQ NN ADA·· 9A- · · 25«>011&93460 N6600133260ui5 - --- 2 3333 Noz· at.. R · · -9A- ·-:; .AKZ-- ;- · ·· ·o o:oo · ·· ·· · · · --- O.oo 
····- ·----------·-··-···· ···--····------- ----- .... ------1=--·· ··-- ··---· ------ ··- --------.- ----- -·-· ADA 9A 9905012391866 N689443337415C 10 3362 NDZ Bt.t R 9A 9 N<Z 1 D D.OO 0.00 
. -·-- ·-· --·--·· ........ - ·-··· ......... -·· .... -- ----· --··· .. - ··-- ~ -- . - .. ··- -----·- --·-· ······· . .. . .... . ADA 9A 2610000895997 A033633342P207 5 3349 NDZ Bt.t N 9A 13 N<Z 3 91 4.D7 14 33 9A 20.35 
- ···-·- -·- ----------- ------ ·------·- - ---- ··--··-- -- ~-- .... ------ -- --···- -- ··--- ·····--·- ..• ·- . - . . .. ·-· ADA 9A 5340011391849 R0336333430844 47 3347 NDZ Bt.f N 9A 8 N<Z 3 D D.OO 000 
ADA ____ iA- 2610000895997 R03363400605i:f - --- ·2 «l21 Noz ew ·"N· ~A-- ··13 N<Z- 3-- ··g; ---~i.o7 ·· 1.1 ··33 sA· i.14 
AriA-- sA-· 533000699902i A03363403406o3·- - ·-1 -«»39 Noz· ew N- -9A- ·;3 -AKi 3· -- ·o -- ooo ---- -- . - -- ooo 
ADA --- 9A · - 2640007586274 R033&3403808e9 · · --· i · «»46 Noz- aw -N" 9A·- -13 N<Z -3 - · 58 - - i39 - 23 ·a2 iiA ·sa 34 
.. ······-- .. -- -- ··-·-- --·· - ------- ·------ i-· ----- ------ -·- ~- ---- ·····--· -- ,_:__ ____ --- .. -·· ____ ;:..:;:.- ·- .. -···- . - - .. -- . ADA 9A 2610002944799 R0336440310588 1 4035 NDZ Bt.t N 9A 8 N<Z 3 9 159.00 5 92 9A 159.00 
..... -- -·- ····-·-·········· -- ·-------· --·-----·--· ----- --·-··- _,;::. ________ .... ------------ .. ··-·. ···---- -· -···· . ADA 9A 2810005287138 R0336440310894 1 4035 NDZ Bt.t R 9A 8 N<Z 3 D D.OO 0.00 
... ·····-·- ·-·-·- -------· -··- --- ·------1--- -- --·- -----· -- - -··- ------- -- --- ---··---- --·- -- . -··· -- ... ADA 9A 283)008115802 R0336440311284 6 4035 NDZ BM R 9A 6 N<Z 3 1D 63.20 7 02 9A 379.20 
ADA--- 9A-· 2640007si6274 R033644047057D- - ·-·· 8 · .1D49 Ni>z aM Ff · 9A ·13 ·w 3· --59 ·- 9:39 23 ·o2 9A 1s.12 
Ao.A --sA- 2640008105i61 Rfi336~4047ti;90- - 316 . 4049 NDi eM R.. 9A 13 -N<Z· 3- 13il- -·o:oa - 13 o2 - 9A ·25.28 
... -. •· •. ---· -- - . . .. . .. . . ..... ···--·· ··-- ·• -- --···. ··- ···-.- . ADA 9A 6140012101964 R0464840420877 8 4045 NDZ BM R 9A 6 N<Z 3 52 57.22 1D7 02 9A 457.76 A.OA.- -· 9.A. 26400oi:imi2i Ro5i393285oo75 -- -- i . 335& NDZ BM R . 9A. -13 ·Ai<z 3 --· -- ·a ·····o.oo . . - - - . o.oo 
AilA- . 9.4- 2920011887438 R0719i40l20912 -- 1 . 4014 Noi et.i .. if 9A -·a -N<Z- 3--- -· -·o --- o.oo- .. -- .. --- - - o.oo 
-- -· ····-- ... ---- -· ........ -- ... - ·------·.- - ... - --·-· .. ·-- F-· --· . -·· - -- --- o;:=.- ----.---- -- -- .... - -- ·--ADA 9A 2610001735230 R07198403409~9 12 4040 NDZ Bt.t N 9A 13 NOZ 3 119 8.12 22 N2 9A 73.44 AOA --· iA-- 2640005552842 R07l9840340950 - ··20 -~ NDf- e~f N. -&A·-. -;3 -Ai<Z· 3 -· -·-o -- o.oo -- ·--· ·-- . . .. o.oo 
-·---. -···- ---- ------- •. -- ..... ·- -- ··-- -· ---- ---- --·- F;...· ----- - ·- -· -- -~-~-- ---- -- -· - - --· --·-·· -.. - -ADA 9A 2610000895997 R071984D480029 3 4053 NDZ Bt.t N 9A 8 N<Z 3 91 4.D7 14 33 9A 12 21 
ADA.···- iA-- 2i1oooi73s230 Rri71984o48007a · -- -- 4 · w Noz· ew ·N" 9A ··-s ·N<Z 3- --;19 6.12 · 22 N2 9A 2~.48 A.oA ---· iA- 5120007338880 R088103327iE06 --·· ..... , ··3348 "Noz· e .. f. Fi- . 9A .. --~ Mi.. 3·· - 5 -·- 4.&5 - -=; N2 .. lA. - 4.65 
AriA---- 9A ___ in4ocn21o1964 A200153348A64a- - ---, ··335; Noi eM ·if · 9A ·13 N<Z · 3·· ·-52 · 5i22 -1o7 o2 · SA -57.22 
... -- -- ·- -······ .... -·-·. --·- ·-· ·- . - ... - ..... ··- .... - -·- ---- -··--· ---- . -- - -- .. --- ·-·- !; -- . -- ----- ---- -· - . .. - ·-· ..... ADA 9A 6140012101964 R200153348A649 1 3351 NDZ Bt.t R 9A 13 N<Z 3 52 57.22 1D7 02 9A 57.22 
. ····- .. ·-···· - ·-· . . . . .... ·- . . .. . . . .. . .. ----f.---· .. - - ·-· -... . . . - -- ~- -- . •·· ---- --·-· - ·- .. . . .. .. . - - -ADA 9A 6140012101964 R200153349A690 1 3351 NDZ Bt.t R 9A 6 N<Z. 3 52 57.22 1D7 02 9A 57.22 
.. ---------- ... ·--·-··-·-···· ----------·---·-. -- --~:..·--·-·-·· -----. ------!;-- ---· ---------- ---··----- .... -ADA 9A 6140012101964 R200154005A812 2 4008 NDZ Bt.t R 9A 8 N<Z 3 52 57.22 1D7 02 9A 11~.44 
···-- .. ··---····- -·-· -· ...... ··- - ---- ---· ····- - --- ··-- ..... - ··- -··- . . ····- ·----- -------------- ... ,..,. .. .... .. . ADA 9A 81400121D1964 R2001540338121 3 4035 NDZ Bt.t R 9A 13 N<Z. 3 52 57.22 1D7 02 9A 171.66 ··--·----~- ···--·------·· -------------- ·-··- ----- ·-·-·· --- ·-· -······ .. - ---~----· ----- ·----- -- .. - .. --- .. ADA 9A 6140012101964 R2001540408211 1 4042 NDZ Bt.t R 9A 6 N<Z 3 52 57.22 1D7 02 9A 57.22 
-----·--·--·· ·-·--·-·- -··· -·-··· .... --- ··-- . -·-··--- -· ...•..•.•..... ··-- ····- ---1----·· ····---. . .. . . . . ADA 9A 8140012101964 R2001540408212 1 4042 NDZ Bt.t R 9A 6 N<Z 3 52 57.22 1D7 02 9A 57.22 
··--------·-· --------------------------- . ---- --···- --·- --- ··-· .. ··-- ------!-=··-- ----- ···-······- -----ADA 9A 2840010630280 R2013240246W62 13 4048 NDZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 D D.OO 000 
··- ·-·· ····-. . ···-· .... - .. --··· --·-············- ......... ··-· .. ··- -· ... •··---- -· - ··------ ----1---· ·---· .... ---·· - --·· --. -· - . -·· ADA 9A 2610001735230 R2074833441050 2 3347 NDZ Bt.t R 9A 5 N<Z 3 119 8.12 22 N2 9A 12.24 
---- .. -- • . .. --- .. ·----- ··- ·-- ·- ------ ... ·• - -·-···· ·-···- ---- . ··- ......•... ·- __ ;._ !-=-- -- ----- -· -- .. - .. - --- --- -· ADA 9A 6140012101964 R209784005A511 1 4012 NDZ BM R 9A 6 N<Z. 3 52 57.22 1D7 02 9A 57.22 
·········· ..... ····-·············· .. ··--···- ..... ----- ··- ... --·-·- .. - ___ .:;:;_.::_ ________ ·-·····--- ...... -·· - ·--
ADA 9A 6140012101964 R209784005A512 1 4012 NOZ Bt.t R 9A 13 N<Z 3 52 57.22 1D7 02 9A 57.22 




Partial list of Complete AOAIA01 Datab .. e 
of Requisitions Submined During Test Period 
22 Nov 93 - 24 Feb 94 
DOCIDICOG 
_ _ ~~~ ___ L _ -~~q~-- _ .I. Lq~ I. ~~~I ~'"!. 1~1 ~'91 ~~~!I~ l_l~iA ~ g~~~~i~I~SIR(V~UE 
A.C»A····- 9A ____ 2630005546295 R21533334aoo75 . -· 4. 3355 NDZ"- BM R- ·w.- --13 -Ai<Z 3. - ·o o.oo 
------ -·- ·-·--·· --·· ---- -------------·· --· --- ...... ··--. -·-· .. . ..... ---- -- . -· -- ..... - -- .. ~:-- -- :-- ~~-:c~~~~~ =:~H~~C:I- · -·- ~~ -:~ ~g~-- :~ =- :- ""-~ ~ ~ -- -... g --~: -· t ~-: 
·- .. --· -··-. --·---- --·- -·-·---···-----·- -· -- ·- ·····-- ·--- - ... -. -···-·- ------
-- ···-1-·· --- .. ... .. - -- .. .. -·. 
AOA 9A 2610002607364 R454114026R583 1 4031 NDZ BM N 9A 8 N<Z 3 0 0.00 0.00 
AriA . - 9A.- 433001hi2i6i R45411403i0172- ... ··11o- 4o4o NDi- aid R .. ---- ... i N<l 3 .. - o o.oo . - .. o.oo 
.. "·--·-. ··-- -----··-··-··-·-···---·---·-·__;_,_ -·--·--· ·-- --·· ......... _._ -- ···- --. ··--·.- -··. .. . . . 
AOA 9A 4330011182868 R454114041AB85 8 4042 NDZ BM R 9A 8 N<Z 3 0 0.00 000 
Aoi\--·9A·-·8140012Hn964R5321233410604··-· -··;·335oNoi-8M 1f _9A ___ i3 Ai<Z·3··· ·52 ·si.22 .. 101 o2 iA 57.22 
- •. ···- -····· .•• --·-· -· - ·-···- ···--·- -------·- --·- --·-·· .. ·---- -- ·- ....... ---- ·-··-· f:=-· ..... -·· . -··- -· ..• - . • .. . 
AOA 9A 2640009728183 R5321233510639 2 3362 NDZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 0 0.00 0.00 
A.ciA- - 9A. 6l1o01 1964855 R53212335406sa· ·- ·; ... 3362 NDZ. BM .. R. 9A - 13 AkZ 3 .. . .. ·o o.oo o oo 
- .. - - ···-· . ·----···---·- - -·-··------·- ·-· - f-.-- -- ... - ·-- ··- ... __ ..... ·- ----. -·- - -·- --- .. -- ·-- - ... - . . . .. 
AOA 9A 2930011687911 R5321233620710 1 3363 NDZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 0 0.00 0.00 
AOA .. - 9A-- 253001i6io006 R5321233820722. - ··-1. 3363 Noz·· et.4 R 9A-- ·13 AKi 3-- ... ·o 'ioo o.oo 
-··- ---.. ·-· ---------·-- -----------···- -- .. _-. -- --· - -·· ·----·-- ~--·· ··-- .... _. __ -· - .. 
AOA 9A 2530011610005 R5321233820723 1 3363 NDZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 0 0.00 0.00 
. . .. - ...... -·· .. . . . ...... - -·- -·- .. . - - . - . . . . . .. . . -· .. . ....... - . --- ... - . . . . . - .. .. .. 
AOA 9A 5330012036551 R5321233830735 1 4004 NDZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 0 0.00 0.00 
····--- .. --·---·---- .. ·- ·····-·------ ... ·-- ·-··-- -- ............ --··--·--··-- ~- ---·· ·····- ... ····-.-. -·-· .. 
AOA 9A 2640005552840 R5321233830746 1 4004 NDZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 145 0.29 8 13 8A 29.00 
ADA-·-· 9A- 25unno6a933 R532124oci0822 . ·--1 ·4012 NDZ et.f. R ... 9A .... 13· N<Z 3··· - ·o o.oo ·-·. .. . o.oo 
--·--- -···- -·--- ------ ··---·-----··--·- -- --- - --·-·- ---- --··- ----- ~-· -- ··--- --- ... - - -- . - -· .. AOA 9A 2540011975471 R5321240060824 1 4012 NDZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 0 0.00 0.00 
... -·-· - - .. ·--- .......... -- ... - . ·- ·-- _ .. ·---- -··-· ·-··-t--·-· . - -· -,,..-- --- -·· .. ·-· ... -·-- ~----- --- ·-··--- ..... --··· . - ·- ... - . 
AOA 9A 6220008801624 R5321240130883 2 4018 NDZ BM R 9A 13 NOZ 3 3 25.41 7 02 9A 50.12 
. ------ -·- -·----·--- --- -·--·----------·- -- ----~--. ·--- ~-- -·---- -·-·- -----~-~--- --·. -·---· . . - -- - .. --AOA 9A 2930011687870 R5321240130897 1 4018 NDZ BM R 9A 13 Na 3 0 0.00 0.00 
.... ·--- - ·- ---·--·----··-. ·····-----··-.. ·- ·-·. ··-·-· --· -- . - -···· ----- . - - -·- ·--· f-0.----·--· .. ---- ... •... . .. . . 
AOA 9A 2640005552834 R5321240130922 1 4018 NDZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 0 0.00 0.00 
.. _. ______ - -----·---··---·----·-----------------·- ·--E:--·--·--··-···-·- --.. """--------·---- .... ·--- --- --··· AOA 9A 6140005722553 R5321240130928 1 4018 NDZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 0 0.00 0.00 
AOA .. 9A . 29~7i98 R532124oi30938 ... - --1 -4018 NDZ eM· .. -R- . 9A .. --·;; Nii.. 3- -- ·1o '1"1.35 15 -02 iA. --11.35 
- ·- - ·- - . -· .. ··- -··· -·--·· . - .. -· - - -- -- -- ··- - '--- - -·· . ·-- E·-- r-=- - --· . --- - -- - -· ········-- -- ·-··. ... .. . -· ··--· ·-AOA 9A 2540011899723 R5321240250991 1 4032 NDZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 0 0.00 0.00 
- .. .. . .. . .. ...... . .. . . - ......... -· --- ~ -- .... -··:- ·-- .. - ... ··- ··-·- ---- ·-·-· ---· ....... -- -. . ....... -
AOA 9A 6110012926532 R5321240251010 2 4032 NDZ BM R 9A 13 A1<Z 3 0 0.00 0.00 
·- --.. - - ... - --- ___ , ____ -- . -·-·- ·---- ..... -· -··--· ·-- . -- -- . -··- -· -· ... --~-- -·- -·--· ... _. ____ . ·-·- ·-·-- .. - ... - .. -· 
AOA 9A 5945007893706 R5321240251014 1 4032 NDZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 5 9.29 2 33 9A 9.29 
......... -· ·--· -· ... -- ------·- ..... ·- - -.. .. ..... ---- ···- - ... -.... .. -· ... .. . . ... -·· .. .....:=- __ .. --·- .... -- ............ - . . _ .. 
AOA 9A. 5945007893706 R5321240411160 1 4045 NOZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 5 9.29 2 33 9A 9.29 
- --- --· --------- - . ---·-··---- .. -· ·- ···-·- ---- - ·-· -···~- ---·· -· .... - --~--=--~--1--·-.. ·-·-··-· ·- --·- .... - .. - ..... AOA 9A 2540010965023 R5321240411187 1 4045 NDZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 0 0.00 0.00 
-·-···--·- --·-----·-- --····-- ....... -.-.- .... -·- ···-··- .......... - ...... ····· ..... _____ .. _____ ... - .. . ..... . -.-
AOA 9A 2540007539214 R5321240411189 1 4045 NDZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 0 0.00 0.00 
----- ___ .. __ ·- ·--··----- ··--··--- ...... -··- - --- ---- - . -·-· ·-- --·-- -- .. -·- ------ --·---· ................. ·- -·-. 
AOA 9A 2610000519450 R5321240411171 10 4045 NDZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 0 0.00 0.00 AriA- . 9A .... 53&0010&555io R55i0433551'3s9· . . -; ... 3355 Nof at;.( -A .... 9A .. -,-3 .N<Z 3--- ---o ---o.oo . - - . .. --- o.oo 
/..OA.- -- 9A- 25100ri7005417 R55io433551362- ... --i -3355 Nbi BM .. R. -9A . - ii wi.- 3·- - o . -o.oo .. --. - - . ---- ·o.oo 
.. ·-·- .. - ... -- ... . .. ..... ·-. ... . . .. . .. -- --· ... --·. ..... ---···· -.- .. ·- ---- --1---··- ·-····-- -- ..... . ... ·- --· -· ·-
AOA 9A 2610011714746 R5510433611536 2 3363 NDZ BM R 9A 13 N<Z 3 0 0.00 0.00 
·--- ------ -- ·--- ·-·-- ·- .. -.- ---····-- ..... ·- - --·- ... --. -·- -· - . ---- - ........ -· - - ·---· 
1--- ---- ··- -- -· .......... .. - . -- .. - --·-






- -- - -· NJA 




























. . . ----
.A.DA 
- ·-- -- -ADA 
AOA 




































- - ..... - - --
-· ... -- -·--· - --
2610011714746 
. -- ·-- -- ---- ... ---
5330011899738 




-- ---· - -------2510011899725 
- - - ---- - --
2530011126435 
-- ..... - - - - -
2540007372723 
. -- -... - ..... 
5330011899738 
-- ---- -~- ------2540007372723 




-- - - . - .. 
2920011687891 
-· - .... . . . . -
5330011899738 
. .. . . . . . -
2610002628653 
- --- ·- - .... - --
2810011481635 
5999010892987 
----- - - ....... 
5120001067598 
5;20010326042 
--- - -· -- - .. -
534001197547D 
.. .. .... -- - -- ·-
5945007893708 
-- ..... - .. --·- ... --
2530011687876 
. . .. .. . -.. 
2610011714746 
---- ... ·----- ·-·-
2910013268187 
2510oo7oo5417 





_ .. -- - --- --
2610004898092 
--- ·- -- ..... . . - ·-
8D40010246988 
. -- .. . - ... 
264000554D269 
... . - . - ..... 
2510010915167 
Partial list ol Complete ADAIAD1 Database 
ol Requisitions Submined During Test Period 
22 Nov 93 - 24 Feb 94 
REQN QTY SAD RIT SIC ~'CII?'~"! PRI LHA - -- -· --- -.- .. . - -
----- --- -----· NDZ-R551 0433611538 2 3363 BM A 9A 13 N<Z 
------------ 1- NDf R5510433811539 2 3363 BM A 9A 13 N<Z 
------------- ·-- --- NDZ--R5510433821630 1 3383 ~ A 9A 8 NOZ Rs51D433621&31-1- -ti>z 2 3363 NOZ BM R 9A 13 
R551 il4338217o3-- NDi-1 3363 BM A 9A 13 N<Z 
---------- -- --· -- --- 1-- --R5510440061784 1 4006 NOZ 8M A 9A 13 N<Z 
. . - .... - - - ·- - - . 
NDZ re...-R551044D201995 1 4021 A 9A ~ N<Z 
------- -·--------
~;... .. 
R551044D212032 1 4025 NOZ BM A 9A 13 N<Z 
.. - ......... ---- -··-···- NDf-R551044028221D 1 4031 BM A 9A 13 N<Z 
R55i044033i246- 1 4034 NDZ BM A 9A 13 N<Z 
- . .. - .. . - -·- -- -- . 
R551 D440382345 4 4038 NOZ BM A 9A 13 N<Z 
--- __ ,.._ .. -~·- ·-- 1- ---R551 D44D392375 2 4039 NDZ BM R 9A 8 N<Z 
.... . . . ....... 
R551 044D472579 1 4048 NDZ BM A 9A 13 N<Z 
RS51o440472580- ~M 2 4048 NOZ R 9A 13 N<Z 
. .. .. . --· ....... -- . -
R551044D472596 4 ~~~ NOZ BM A 9A 13 N<Z R5s1n440482645- 1 4049 NOZ BM A 9A 13 N<Z 
......... -- . -
R551 044D482647 1 4049 NOZ !~ A 9A 13 N<Z 
- -- ---- ·- -- ..... -- 1------R551D440492655 1 4053 NDZ BM A 9A 13 N<Z 
... ·- -. . .. ·- -- - BM R551 044D532694 3 4053 NOZ A 9A 13 N<Z 
------ -·· .... -- ..... 
A551 0440532706 1 4053 NOZ BM A 9A 13 N<Z 
R55447335507o4 2 4035 NOZ BM R 9A 5 N<Z 
- -- - - - -- -- - . - 1-----
--A-
-5 ~--R5710032365114 1 4025 NOZ BM 9A N<Z 
A5710032365115 2 4025 NOZ BM R 9A 5 ~ R571ooo347o71·f 1 ~49 NOZ BM A 9A 12 N<Z 
R57100334a08o4 1 3349 NOZ BM A 9A 12 N<Z 
. - ' -. - . - ....... --- - . . ~-·-· R5710033480805 1 3349 NOZ BM A 9A 12 N<Z 
-- . . . .. - -- .. .. :::: ~-A5710033480807 4 3349 NOZ BM R 9A 12 N<Z 
A571oo334eoaoa- 1--·-- Ni>Z" 1 3349 BM R 9A 12 N<Z 
R571 0033560991 - 4 3381 NDZ BM R 9A 12 N<Z 
··--·--- ·--- -- - - -R5710033561001 2 3361 NOZ BM A 9A 12 N<Z 
------· . - . -- -
"ff' R571 0033561003 1 3361 NOZ BM 9A 5 N<Z 
-·-- ........... --· ... - .. 
R5710033841120 1 4003 NOZ BM A 9A 12 N<Z 
RCI OHI ~~~: TR MSIR VALUE QTY WY 
-~~:1-11 .. . -3 D 0.00 - -, iA-3 20 4.00 
3 D D.OO 0.00 
.. ·-- .. - - -- . ·- -
3 D 0.00 0.00 
.. - --· .. . ... -
3 D D.OO 000 
... -- ..... -
3 D D.OO 000 
- . -
·-· . -- -
-3 D D.OO 0.00 
. --.-- -· - . -- ·- -- - - ... 
3 D D.OO 0.00 
... - ... . 
3 20 2.00 11 • 9A 2.00 
.. ·----·· . ~ - i- . -3 D D.OO 000 
- ... - - -· - - -
~- 0 D.OO 0.00 .. - --- -- - . I·· -3 D D.OO ~ _, - - 0.00 .. . .. 3 D D.OO 000 ~--- ..... -· ---
3_- 20 2.00 11 · 9A 4.00 
- ·-- . . 
. -j· . 3 D D.OO 0.00 ~·- .. - -··- -· - .. - .. 
3 D D.OO 
- - I - o_oo - ..... .... ... . -3 D D.OO 000 
.;- . . -- -· - . - I - -3 D D.OO 
- I 0.00 o_oo 3 D D.OO 
3 ... -·--·-- -· .. - -,- -D D.OO 0.00 
- . - . .. . .. -
3 5 9.29 2 33· 9A 1858 
..... --- . ·- . 
- I 3 D D.OO 000 
- - -. - . -- - ·- -
- I 3 D D.OO 000 
---------- -- ----3 1 493.00 1 N2 AZ 493.00 
-·- .. 
3 D D.OO 000 ~--- . -- -·-· - -- - - ., -3 D D.OO 0.00 
·-··-.- .. 
3 0 D.OO 0.00 
., - ·--- -· -- -- - . ~ --3 D D.OO 000 
----- . -- - --· - -. 
... . ...... --
-~- D 0.00 000 .... ·-·-· - -- - ~· - - - . 3 D D.OO 000 
... ... - - •. 
3 D D.OO 000 
---- .... _- ·- -- . - .. 
3 0 D.OO 0.00 
..... 
.... 
Panial list of Complete AOAJA01 Database 
of Requisilions Submined During Tesl Period 
22 Nov 93 · 24 Feb 94 
QTYI SADI RIT IS/CIM/CIDISTIPRII UfA DOCIDICOG NSN REQN 
- - . R91 J '?'~ . U~IT_l .!.!V.l.T~ I ~~·~ lV~U~ 
QTY PRICE FRQ]WY 
. . ·- .. -A.i>A- · 9A- 251oo109is1s7 Rsi1oo33641121 · · ·1 4003 f'.ioz aM R ·s"A-- -12 ·N<z 3 
A.OA.-- 9A- 251oo109i51&7 A57ioo33&4f122 · - · - ; 4003 t-ioz aM n ·sA- --;2 -N<:i 3 
AOA ---- 9A .. · 25ioo1091s167 R5iioo33641123 ·- 1 4003 f'.ioz ·eM R sA- -12 · Ai<Z 3 
AOA -·- 9A-· 251oo10915167 R57i0033&4f124-- ---1 4003 NDZ BM A- -9A -;2 -N<i 3 
0 0.00 o ·o:oo·-- ·-- ··-- -
0 0.00 o -o.oo ·- -- ~ - · · · - -
. . 
0 0.00 AoA- ·sA·--·· s1aoo1156o466 R571oo3364i130- -· -- 1 · 4003 Noz- aM R 9A- ... 12 -AKi. 3 
AoA- -- 9A- 2&iooli4i1&3s R57ioo40111193- - -- ·3- 4012 ;.;oz eM "A 9A- --·;2 ·w 3 o o.oo 
AoA·· - 9A 2930005&37235 R571oo401H2oi ·· -·· -- 1 · «n·2 ,.;oz .. et-A R · sA"- --;2 Ai<Z 3 o o.oo 
A.oA-- - 9A- 261ooH4i1&3s A57ioo4012i243- --·-4 --4013 t-ioz aM A - sA- ·--s ~ a- ·- ··a -o:oo · - -
AoA- sA- 2920003043493 R5iioo4012i249- - · -·- 1 4013 Noz eM · R 9A"- -,2 Ai<Z. 3 -·· o o.oo 
AOA- - 9A. 253000693o617 R57i00401i1275- -- - 1 -4020 NDZ- BM R- . 9A--12 ·w 3-. - o- ·a.oo·- .. 
AoA 9A s15o00n73068 Rs71oo40ia12af· ·- ---2- .;o2o Ni>z eM A ··sA'- - ·-s Ai<z 3 o o.oo 
AoA- 9A- 2stoooio05417 R57ioo4o261393- -· -·-; 4o27 Noi at.f A· 9A- --12 N<i 3- · - o · · o.ooi-
A.oA 9A. 2s9()()()60685o4 A571oo4o271437- - --; 4032 Ni>i BM · R 9A. -12- Ai<i 3- o o:oo1 · -
A.oA.- ·.9A- 261ooti481635 A57ioo4032fso•f -· 3 -·.j)33 NDZ- BM A- -9A-- -·;2 ii<i 3 o o.ool-
AOA - 9A 2910011600613 A57ioo4032i50&-· -- -1 4o33 NDZ- BM ... R ... sA·- -12 iKi. 3 ·o o.oo'· 
... - w- -· ..... -- -·- ... ·--· -- ..... -· ·---- - ---·-···- - - ----·-··- ·-· -· -- - .. -- -- --- - -·· . - ----AOA 9A 2610011481635 R5710040321512 5 4033 NDZ BM R 9A 12 AKZ. 3 0 0.00 
AiiA--- 9;\--- 47200085189&9 R5iioo4o33i522- - -2 4035 NDZ. ai.f -A- . 9A-- -12 N<i 3 -o . o.oo 
A.oA.-- 9A·--- 291oo1f600613 R571oo403415io- - "f 4005 NDZ BM -R-· -9A -· ·-12 -AKi 3- - o- -O.cxf-
-··- ~-- -··.- ... ·- .. -- ... ·-- .. --·· .... - ·- --·-·· ----- --- -··- ··-- . - ... -· ... ·-AOA 9A 2510008635592 R5710040341583 1 4035 NDZ BM R 9A 12 AKZ. 3 0 0.00 
AOA- .. 9A- 5365007411433 R57i004o.fsi724- - 2 il48 NDZ- BM .. R- - 9A. 12 Ai<Z 3-. ·- o -- O.oo'-
AOA- · 9.4- 3040001507127 As7ioo404si727- · -2 ·404a Ni>z · at.i· R 9A · ··12 AKi a.. ·o o.oo 
AOA- ·- 9A- 471ooo791&07i A57ioo4o45i754- - 2 ~ Nf>i e~f ·A- -9A- -,2 ·w 3 -·. ·- o- -o.oo 
ADA--- 9A .. 471aoo791a077 AS7lo0404Sl755- .. 2 4048 NOf BM .. - R.. 9A- --12- Ai<Z 3 o o.oo 
~ttOA.- - iA- s935o11354i3& R65sti33475K99 .. - -2 3349 ;.;oz· et:f "if -sA·- - -s ~ ,- · o- -a~·oo·-
::_: E: e:r~ !:!:e:t:: : =l-=~g~ ~~: s ::f~ it :~ t -~~-
AOA--- 9A- 2520006781765 A6591i4018o245 - 6 4020 NDZ e~f 'i:f - 9A- 13 -AI<Z· ;- - o -o.oo 
AOA- .. SA .. 2540007372723 RS5S1i4018D249 ··---3 -4o2o NDZ BM --R- -9A .. 13-AKi. i .. -· .. . 0 - o:oo 
AOE - . 9A. 2630008415602 xoo2444o38cn5 -· i - 4038 NDi BM A- . 9A . . .. i N<Z i - -· o -o.oo 
AOE . SA... 26300>5287630 xoo2444038Cn6 --· 2 --4038 NOZ eti -R. -9A - 8 N<Z 0 -- -- 5 . 4<i 1S 
Aoe- -~sA- 264000ai1asas1 xoo24&40042A13 199 - 4004,Noz eM .. N · -"' -;3 -ii<i 3- 1326 - -o:·oe 
- -· - I -
_I ·.~ -
-



































Partial list of Complete AOAIA01 Database 
of Requisitions SubmiHed During Test Period 
22 Nov 93 - 24 Feb 94 
~'?~~~-- ~~N ___ --~~q~- ___ ... qnl SA!> -~!T SIC M/(: ~~~'! PRI _I.H~ ~ g~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~IVALUE 
.. ---·- ---. ------------- -- ---·- - . . -- . . - ----- . ·- .. --- ---· --- .. ----·- -------- --1----
AOE 9A 2610001735230 X0024640042F01 40 4004 NDZ Bt.1 N 9A 13 W4Z 3 119 6.12 22 N2 lA 244.80 
----- ---- ------------F---- -------···- -- -- ·- - --- - --- - - . - ---- -- - - . -- ---- -- ··--· ----- ----- -------- -·- ---AOE 9A 2610000895997 X0024640072F01 40 «107 NDZ BM N 9A 13 W2Z 3 91 4.07 14 33 8A 162.80 
------- ---'--- --··--- ------- ---------- --- -- --- . - --. . .. . - ------- .. .. . - -.. - .. - ... ------ ·- . --- --- ... . . --- ---
AOE 9A 2610002621848 X0024640072F03 32 4007 NDZ Bt.1 N 9A 13 AI<Z 3 13 5.48 9 N2 9A 175.36 
------------- --- . ----------1-f---- ---- -------- --- -- ------ ·-·- 1--- ------------- ----- -- --AOE 9A 2610004557106 X0024&40072F04 25 4007 NDZ Bt.1 N 9A 13 AI<Z 3 18 39.63 1 93 8A 990.75 
..... - -- ----- ---- ---------- -------- --- ----- t-- --- .. . .. . -- .. - . ----·---- -- -- . - ---- .... .. - 1--------- --- .. -----1---- - -- -
AOE 9A 2640007586274 X002464007FF62 5 4007 NDZ BM R 9A 5 A1<Z 0 59 9.39 23 02 9A 46.95 
... -- ·- ---- - ------· ----- -- ---r-- -----· . . - ~:-.- - - ---- ·- --- -· -- --. --- -- --.;;... --- --- ----- ----- --AOE 9A 2640008105861 X002464035W8 380 4035 NDZ BM N 9A 13 A1<Z 3 1326 0.08 13 02 8A 30.40 
- ... --------- ---------·- --·· -- ---------------c-- ---.- .. ·- -~- ---- .... ------- -- ... ·-· -- - .... ------------1------ ----- ---AOE 9A 2640002502474 X0024640392F02 5 4039 NDZ Bt.1 N 9A 13 AI<Z 3 0 0.00 0.00 
----------- -------- ~~------- 1---- ----- --- ~-. --- ---:---------- ----- -- ------- --- ----~--- ----AOA 9C 3020005424148 209A5833480653 1 3348 NDZ Bt.1 R 9C 5 S9C 1 0 0.00 0.00 
.. . -- - --- . ----------- .:::.. ----- ----- ---- --- - ..... ----- - .. .. ·I---·- -- ... - -- - -- ------ .. - - .. --·--· ------- ----
AOA 9C 4720012100361 209A5940241020 25 4025 NDZ Bt.1 R 9C 12 S9C 1 0 0.00 0.00 
... . .. - ---· ---·----- ~-------- --- ---· . - ·- ------- - - -·--:- ----- - -- - .. ~- ·• -- . ----. - --- -- - -·- ---AOA 9C 4720010048081 209A5940241024 25 4025 NDZ BM R 9C 12 S9C 1 0 0.00 0.00 
·- ----. -----------------~=-~----------·-1--- --- .. . .. ----- ..... . . -------- .... -. -- . ---- ---· - . --- ------
AOA 9C 4720011456685 209A5940241025 25 4025 NOZ BM R 9C 12 S9C 1 0 0.00 0.00 
-- .. ---- ---. --------------------------- --- •. -- ----- ---- •.. ---- ----. --- 1-=-- . - . ------- . -- ---- ----AOA 9C 4720012414129 209A5940241026 25 4025 NDZ Bt.1 R 9C 12 S9C 1 0 0.00 0.00 
AoA·· ·· ae· ·· 431rioo4455i52 209A5940251056 -· ·-20 4025 ,.;oz· et-4 R- ·sc ·12 ·590 1-- - .. o ·a.oo · ·-- - -- -o.oo 
.... ------ ····--------- -·-------·-------- ---- .. ·- ----~---· -- ·------·---- ... -- ............ ------- ---· AOD 9C 0115LF0166100 H9137740102307 6 4011 NDZ BM R 9C 5 S9C 1 0 0.00 0.00 
- . . ... - - - - .. . - . - . - . . -- .. - -------. -- ... . .. . -- -- ... . . - . ··- - ·- . - .. .. . . . - . - - --- -- -· -. -
AOA 9C 4730008738942 N0022140075009 20 4007 NDZ Bt.1 R 9C 8 S9C 1 0 0.00 0.00 
- ·-- - ----- .... --·----- - --- -- ------~::- --- -- - ....... - ..:.~ --- .•.•• -- ----.--- 1-'·-· - --. --- •· - -- --- .. --- ---
AOD 9C 0420LP1801900 N0024240058163 2 4013 NDZ BM R 9C 13 S9C 1 0 0.00 0.00 
.. . -. - ...... -- --·- -·-- ·------------1-·- ... - --=- ---- - ----· --- ·- -· ... . -- --- .. ----- .. -. -.... -
AOA 9C 2920009308959 N0024433405RC3 2 3346 NDZ BM R 9C 15 S9C 0 10 125.21 5 33 9C 250.42 
AOA- -90- 4220002873740 N00244334330iA-- . -90- 3346 NDZ eiA- R- 90·· --~ 596 3- 216- ··1-.&6. 12· 02- 9C- i67.4o 
:ri:~- ~ ~~ :=t~~ ~~l~:~~~ ~- ~--j~ ::~ ~g} :~- -=~ :~-=-=1: ~ r -1~- -:~:~ll( 1t- ~-- -~~:~ 
AoA · 9c· 4730oo542335i Noo244335o122A- - · -- -4 - 3351 Noz- et.i f:l 9C - --~ sse 3- - 10 89.62 34 · 92 9C 351 .te 
. - . - - - -- -· .. -- -·- .. ·- ------- -· ~-- .. --- -- -··-·.- - ·• --- ---- . - ... -- ... -- ·-.. - ... - -·- ... 
AOA 9C 4730005423362 N002443350123A 11 3351 NDZ BM R 9C 8 S9C 3 32 25.04 31 92 9C 275 44 
AOA · 9C 4730006938989 NOo24433S516iA" - -80-3356 NDZ- BM R gc· 8 S9C 3- 1So 1.88 3 · 13 9C 1so4o 
A.oA- . 9C- . 473000i4338ai NOo24433611o2A· - -60- &2 NDZ aM· A .. 9C- 8 s9C 3- 215- -o:69 18 .. 02- 9C .414o 
AoA ·· · 90· 4730002772550 Noo2444oo411oA- - ~ao · .ms Noz a~.- A· 9C ---~- sae 3- · 685 o.49 2s- 02 ,9c 235 20 
:~:-. ~-- :~==~= =~::::!!!! -:J~ -= ~g~ :~ ·: .. ~. ---~: f~ ~ ~ ~= --~:·::~~. ~ ~~ 2:!: 
AoA· 9c 47~2221ali Noo2444006113A ···so «xl7Noz eh.i A 9C --.siC a· 12S 0.21:25 a2 isc 1oso 
Aoo~ 9c o1~~F~2?7~~~~?4~~7i~o :~·?.:~1_1N~~~~--~ 9¢:~~Q:~( -~:o _o.oo· . I -~-~ 
AOA . 9C 472000729533~ ~00~4440~0114E __ ~~ _ ~~ 1 N~~ ~~- R 9C --~ . ~~ 3 _ _ 2~2 10.87 ~4 92 _,9C 641.33 
AOA 9C 4930002745713 N002444010130A 114 4011 NDZ Bt.1 R 9C 8 S9C 3 358 2.37 68 92 9C 27018 
AoA 9C · 4730oo54233s9 Noo2444o1ot4oA · ·· - 1 - «>1 1 NDi eM R · 9b · -- i ·s9C 3 - - 1o · 89.62 34 · 92 :gc e9 62 
...., 
w 
Partial list of Complete AOAIA01 Database 
of Requisitions SubmiHed During Test Period 
22 Nov 93 - 24 Feb 94 
DOCIDI~I ____ ~!)N._ ... J ____ R.~QN _____ j_ IQ"T'fl SA~ ~IT_ ~/C ~IC? ~~~~ P~l -~~ ~ Q~ -~~~-~ _T~ _!~. -~~lf.llVAf:Y~ 
QlY PRICE FRQ MlY 
AOA . 9A -- 2640001388324 NSS721-4o3304oa· - -----4 4038 Noi 8t.4 .N 9A- ··-·a -Ai<l- ,-- .. -o -. cl.oo ...... ---- ·- o.oo 
AoA --9i\ .. _ 2640002423iifN557214o33o4o9- -· --4 -4038Noi-8t.i ·;.( __ 9A ___ 6 w:z·1 --·-o ----o.oo --- ------- -·- - o.oo 
AOA-- sA"-- 261000060996o N557214o390422 - -- --·;2 . 4042 NDZ aid· N . 9A- --6. ii<i- ,--- . ··o -cioo -... -··- -. -. --- o~oo 
AOA ... 9A--. 2640002502474 N57o25335oQi78-- ··;o --3351 NDi BM .A .. 9A. - 6 ·w·i-- -- -o . -cioo . - - o.oo 
AOA ... 9A·-· 2&10oo4054365 N57o254o317o92 -· 3 -«l33 NDZ et-1 . R 9A ... 6 Nii ,-- -- ·o . ·-o.oo ---- - . o.oo 
AOA- ·- 9A- 2610oo47214oo N57o254o317093. - ·2 . 4033 NDi- et.i ''Fi"- 9A .. -·--6 ·-Ai<Z· f-- --- o --·o.oo . -- ---- - - ... o.oo 
Aoi.. ____ . 9A.. 261oc)o4o54365 N57o25403971ss·- - ---···a - 4042 NDZ .. BM -A .. - 9A ... ··a . AKi- ,--- ----·o . - iioo 
i.oA.. -9A- 261ooo47214oo N57o254o39i16f ... ----4-4042 'Noz BM -·R-- 9A .. - ·5 ·Ai<Z- 1-- -··o .. (ioo' ----- ... ·--~-~ 0.00 Aoi. · ··sA-- 26100o2697383 N570924012&o2o- e · -- 2 · 40ui Noz· aM A· sA - 6 Al<z- o--- ---22 ... 1:22 ·· ··11 ·a2 9A--
AOi.- --· 9A.- 252oo00974152 N570924o25so&i --- -- 2 -4026 NDi ei-4 ... R- -· 9A- - 6 -N6z 1-- --- ·a ... ·- o.oo ·-· -· . -- -. -· .. .. o.oo 
AOA ---- sA. ___ 25900i19i"n747 N570924o256o7:f --- -- 4 4o26 NDi BM A . 9A -- -··s ·w ;-. ---o- -- o.oo - ··- .. - .. ... --- o.oo 
14.44 
ADA ____ 9A-· 2590010934152 N570924o456011- .. - 1 . 4046 NDi et.i A- sA·· . 6 .Ai<i ;--- -o -o.oo- -- --- - ---·- ..... o.oo 
Arii. ·-· 9A ___ 29200o929a321 N600424o38GP22 - · 2 4047 Noz aM A sA · · 6 -AKi ;··-· ---o -· o.oo --·-- ---- · · · ·· -- o.oo 
A6i. . .. 9A. 2Ehoo11946238 N6025i334o44i2' - . - 4 . 3351 NDi BM R 9A- - 1 N<Z-;- -o --··o.oo - - ··--- -- -- o.oo 
AoA. 9'A 2tnooo26973a3 N6o258335&5002.. 30- 3361 NDi et-t ·-R· 9A. "13 "ii<Z 3-- -22 --- f22 --,:; --o2 -- 9A--· -21i6o 
i..oi.. ·-- 9A'- 264000i1o5i6i" N602594o170393-- .2434 . 4021 NDi- et~f ··R- --·9A- -·;a ·w 3-- 1326 --·o.Oi ---;3 -o2 9A. 194.72 
AilA--- 9A- 531oo11:un184 N602594o380362- - . ·50. 4o41 NDZ- BM. -Ff .. 9A- -13 ·w 3-· --·-o --- o.oo ---·- --····- -- -- . o:oo 
NJi..--- 9A -·-· 261iioo4557i38 N620213327405o- --- -- 4 . 3334 N'oz· et.i -A- -9A-- --13 -Ai<z ;- ·-a- o.oo --· - --- - -- iioo 
ADA--- 9A- 2610002043016 N6202i4011405& -· ---4- -· 4013 NDi BM . i:f -9A-- ... 13 .Ai<z. 1-- -o -- o.oo ·-·- .. -···· -- o.oo 
AOA- - 9A-- 2640007792565 N6202140324&o1 ·- - ·2 -4039 Noz· BM A-· -iA- -;3-w· 1 - ·a- o.oo -- --- --· -- - .. iioo 
AOA- .. 9A-. 2610000610501 N6338733502005-. - ·3 .. 4005 NDZ BM .A -9A- --·:; .Ai<l. 3-- --o --o~oo --- -- .. -- -- o.oo 
AOA ___ 9A .. 261oo11541446 N63387335o2006. ··-· ----82 -·4005 Nfii BM ·R-· --9A- ... 7 N<Z 3-·- ---o --··o.oo ---· .. .. -·--- ··o.oo 
AoA··-· 9A. ____ 2610011541451 N6338733502ooa· ----,, ... 4005 Noi et-t .R .. 9A- . ·7 w· 3---- -·-·a ····a.oo 
A"oA··---9A ___ 261000163~18 N6338733502009-. ··--;2 -4005'Noi· BM -A- -iA- ... 7 ·w3-- -·c; --o.oo· ---·--· 
. --- -· ·- ~ ·-· ·- ...• .. ------- ... - - -·- ----- - -- --··- .. - . --- -- ... --------- . -- - . ---··· --·---- ----- . ---- --·-· ------- --·----·- --AOA 9A 2610002043914 N6338733502010 3 4005 NDZ BM R 9A 7 N<Z 3 0 0.00 
AOA -- 9i.- . 261ooo5289631 N6338733502012- - ·-; - 4005 t..ioz BM - R- -9A-· - -:; N<Z. 3- --o -·o_oc;·--
"Aoi. ..... 9A ___ 261ixn1541~46 NS338i3350aoo!f . - ----48 -3361 NDZ BM . R -iA- "14 Ai<Z 3-- -----o -- o.oo·--·--
~~}:~-- :!.~- =;~~tt;~~ ~~~:~~:=~ .: =-1.~ ~:;; ~~! :~ --~-- ~-:.: ~]~ ·:_ ~~--- ~~~-~ -~~l~j=-=·sJ .. ~?I sA 
AOA 9A 2610011541452 N6338733500004 6 4005 NDZ BM A 9A 7 N<Z 3 0 0.00 
AOA .. 9A. 2S10o11543985 N633a7335ci0005 --34 . 4005 NDZ- et.t -A 9A .. 7 .. Ai<Z- 3-- o - o~oo 











APPBRDIX F: ASA/ ASl DATABASE 
This appendix contains a partial list of the complete 
ASA/A51 database file of requisitions retrieved from the 
Requisition Status Fila maintained by FISC_SD during the test 





Partial list of Complete ASAIA51 Database 
of Requisitions Returned During Test Period 
22 Nov 93 - 24 Feb 94 
~!'? ICQ~ I _____ ~s~ __ _ ·----- ~Egf-4. _ _ .I. Q'fr _ SAQ AIT ~c_ ~~~ D!ST ~~~ ~!i~ ~91 .. T!!' __ ,..~ ~s1_~ . Q~ _ --~~!T _ 
FRQ MIY QTY PRICE A5A.''- gc- 161501o745152 W8-1Pi.2a348oaoo. . '"1"- 4o27 NDi BM-· -N Ax .. -j N72 -0- ------ -- - -- -- 0 o:oo 
~~~-- ~F~ i~~!~~Q~~ ~~?~Q~i~Qlfi5~8- - ~:~~ ~-~~i2 NO(~~( ~L- ~F~_=}~ ~!~.~-~~ -2]!_~~--~ti. ~~-----~~ -~1j{ori 
A5A AX 4710010621947 N000194047FS18 1 4049 NDZ BA N 9C 6 0 1 24 AX 72 11.23 
---------------- --------·-------- -·-·--------.- -- ~------. -·-·- ---· --·- ----~--- ----------- ----- ------ASA AX 1615001068360 N001013252FOOO A 1 3349 NDZ BA N 9C 13 0 5 53 AX 3 7.09 ASA ___ AX.- 4730613014221 Nooio13348a3sa .. . ---1· -3350 ND.Z BA- -·-~r ·sc-- --6-- -o- --2 ·-o2 -AX--- --66 --2'1.92 
ASA AX.- 473oo13232o45 Noo1o133483355 -- - -----, --3350 Noc· eA- ---N - 9C- --6 ·--- ·--o- ----4 --23 A>< .. --i1 ·-- --9.82 
. -· ·---- --· - ------------- _ .. --- ---------- -- ... - .. ---- ---- . -· ·- --- --- .. ·- - . - ... ·-- -·- ------ . -- -- ... -- ·- ---.. ·- - . -
A5A AX 4730013232045 N0010133483355 9 1 3350 NDC BM 7 9C 6 S9C 0 4 23 AX 11 9.82 
----- ------- ---------------- . ---·- --- --- __:.:..__- ---- ----- ·--- -- --- _ ..___ - __ .. ___ ----- -----
ASA AX 1620000778548 N00146334305C9 8 3347 NDC BA F 9C 7 0 25 02 AX 150 100.83 
.... ---- ---- . _ .. _______ -- ------------- --- . -·---- ----- -· -. ·-------t--- - .. -·--·- -- ........ ------ --·- ---- - .. ·---- ---- -- -
ASA AX 1630007805815 N00146400200E4 156 4006 NDZ BA F 9C 9 0 4 93 AX 571 27.16 
-------------- --------··------ ----------- -·- ---------.-. ~----- ----~ .. --·-------· ·---- -----· 
A5A AX 1450004073024 N0014640060099 2 4010 NOZ BA F 9C 14 0 9 03 AX 14 126.00 
A"SA-- A><--- 3o4oooOi33644 Nooi46401600o2'-· - 5-- 4o21 Noz eA · -- i= 9c -- -9 ---- -o-- -15 -"N3 ·-i.X- ----4o -278.94 
A5i. ___ AX.-- 472oo12027l59 NOOl46402oo2o5- - 6-4025 Noc BA- -F-- 9c' ---,4--- --o-- ---7---13 --AX ----59 '191.99 
--·-- ··-····---------·--···--- -----··.- .. . . . . . ·-· . ·-···· ·------···· ----- ------·· ----- --· 
ASA AX 3040000133644 N0014640340074 4 4038 NDZ BA F 9C 9 0 15 N3 AX 40 278.94 
ASA --- AX.- 421oo1'i52082f Noof46404iooA8- c 4 -4046 Noi AA - ·r: 9c -·;4 -- o --13--52 'AX- ·-- i 3ii68 
,;.s..,;- AX-- i63ooo7805815 Noo146404ioio5- - 179 -4o47 Noi BA-- --;= 9c" -9 --· . o . .. -4- 93 A><- --5i1 ·-2f16 
--- ·-· --- _________ .;.=. --------------- -- .. - -I------ . --- .... ----- ---- .. - ...... -- ---- .. - -- ---- -·--- .. _ -· - ------1 
ASA AX 1095006575141 N001583341F028 B 8 3344 NOZ BA N 9C 1 0 28 03 AX 0 5.75 
ASA.-- AX.-- l740ooB338fl~~ Noo15i335o32o4- A - 2 --3354 Noi e:A--- -N- 9c" -----6 ------ -o-- ----,-- i53 -AX- ---2 ---455.oo 
i.SA ___ A>< __ 1740008338-.os Noo158335032o4 e - 2 ·3354 t-.ioi e'A--- N-- 96 ---6 --- -o -----,-53 .. -'AX· --2 455.oo 
. --·- -· .. ·------ ----·------ -- -------- --- - .. --- .... ____ ... .. . ...... -----
- -- - - - ---- ... -·- f-----· - __ .. _ ---- ... ----- . -· - -
ASA AX 1730000259237 N0015840453209 9 3 4046 NDZ BM 7 9C 6 S9C 0 4 03 AX 118 3.49 
-·-·-------- -----------·-- . - . --- ------· --- -· - ------ .. ---· ----· -- ----------------1--- ------ --··---ASA AX 1730000259237 N0015840453209 A 5 4046 NDZ BA N 9C 6 0 4 03 AX 118 3.49 
....... ---------· --- -----------· -· ---·--·---------·-- - . ·---- ·- - .. ---- .. - - -----· --· -- -----·- ------· ------- ------ -A51 AX 4730010152722 t-40017240326132 3 4038 NDZ BA N 12 0 1 24 AX 5 1.07 
·--·-- -·----- -------------- --·---------- .. -- .. ·-- ·-·--· ... - ... -. ---· --- ·-- ------ ---·-- ---- .. -- --- -------ASA AX 2825012354225 N001813343B181 1 3349 NDZ BA N 9C 6 0 1 03 AX 0 940.00 
ASA -- ,;.x-· 432oo1f35-1728 Noo1883f960264-- i= .. - 1 -401'4 Noi BA ·- .N 9c 13 --- o --16- .. 14 .. AX-- ----61 - 36.25 
----- ·-·--- -------------------- -------------·- --------- --- -·- ---- ... _. __ . -- --·-·---------f---- .. ---.. ··-·---·--------ASA AX 1610013083887 N001883281GL26 A 2 4024 NDZ BA N 99C 15 0 15 14 AX 84 109.00 
ASA--- ·AX.-- 161ooiaoa3887 Noo1883287oo4f-- A. 2 --4o24 Noz aA N- 9c- 6 · --- --o- --,5 --14- -'AX-- - -84 1oo:oo 
A5A -- AX.-161oo13o83887'Noofi83291o235-A .. 1o-4o24Noi eA.- N- ·ac -6·----o ---15-14 ;.x·--- 84 -,09.oo 
,. ___ .. _____________ .. ___ !-'----·---------- ... -- .... -... - .... --- ---·- - ---- .... --·- ·---- ..... - ·- -
ASA AX 1615011257025 N0018840100393 8 4018 NDZ BA N 9C 13 0 3 93 AX 785 7.64 
AsA -- A><-·1620000562&33 Noo1aa40240149·--- · 4 ·4031Noc aA ·· -N- 9C -6 ---- -ii ---33--o2 ·A>< ---2oo -284.-11 
AsA - Ax.-- 162oooosa2as3 Noo1ea4041o196- 2 4047 N-oc sA N sc ·5 --- · o ··- 33 · o2 -A><- - 2oo- 2&4.11 
ASA ... AX.- 16200008335o3 Noo189329soHRif. A ·21 -3361- 'Noz BA---N -96 ---8 -- o -----28 -53 . A><- --- o 178.33 
A5A AX. -- 162oooo833so3 Noo18932990'HRH a - 1 · 3361 N-oz aA'- · -"N- ·9e 8 -- · .. o ---28- · o3 ·Ax. - - o -1 7&:33 











































































. ·- .... - . - .. 
1630001713473 
4120009132427" 
-· ··- - - --· - - -
2920012285650 
- . ... - - .. --
4730005549874 
.. . . -. -· - -- . 
1620004323356 
. ' - ... 
4710011643572 
- ... .... ·- -·· - -.. --
1005011403279 
- ... .. . - - - --·· 
1020011769956 
- -- - ---- -- -· 
1020001851347 




. .. ... ---- .. -~ 
1620000597793 
..... -- ·-· .. .. -. -· 
4730012971727 
. - ........ ·--
1615011266040 
- - ... ·---- ----
1615009254600 





-· . ·-----------· 1650012045359 




















-------. --- -· 
1615007617838 
Paniallisl ol Complete A5AIA5t Database 
of Requisitions Returned During Test Period 
22 Nov 93 • 24 Feb 94 




I FRQ M/Y QlY PRICE 
N001S933470HUL BA I N 
- . 
-17 3351 NDZ 9C 8 0 4 33 AX 20 63.00 
. - - -· - .. ---
--N0018933540KTK 7 3361 NDZ BA N 9C 15 0 46 93 AX 4 139.14 
N0()1S933s4otv1iN- .... ---A 5 3361 NDZ BA N 9C 15 0 8 53 AX 2 69.79 
Noo1e93354orn ·- -- ·- - .. -- .. B 7 4010 NDC BA N 90 15 0 41 02 AX 36 109.39 
- --- -- ... -- - ... . -· ..... 
. _..;=-. 
N0018940030VNP B 8 4010 NDZ BA N 9C 15 0 1 14 AX 3 33.50 
--- - - -- ..... - -- --
-·-N0018940460QVN 10 4049 NDZ BA N 9C 8 0 30 23 AX 64 467.00 
N0019732243457 . H 8 4003 NDZ BA N AX 9 0 17 N2 AX 118 198.()8. 
Noo197335oo290 ·-· I--· 6 3354 NDZ BA N 9C 9 0 7 02 AX 4 116.00 
Noo1973364a4o8- ·· 5 4004 NDZ BA N 9C 9 0 6 23 AX 21 51.77 
- --- ---------- --
-4048 1---- - 1---· N0019740142842 B 1 NDZ BA N 9C 7 0 1 24 AX 0 777.62 
... - - ... - .. - ... - ~-N0019740483551 98 4054 NDZ BA N 1H 9 0 14 92 AX 431 41.19 
Noo2063354F005 ·- --- i-- ·- 1-·---- ------2 4005 NDZ BA N 9C 13 0 12 13 AX 57 11.18 
. - - - - .... ··- .... 1-----
N0021340353828 1-J 4039 NDC BA N 9C 5 0 7 33 AX 65 1089.06 --·-·····~··----- - --N0021633504157 1 3355 NDC BA N 9C 6 0 14 33 AX 1 13227 
.. . . .. . . --
-- -----~- - . 
N002363344002A ,_ __ 1 3349 NDZ BA N 9C 7 0 37 23 ft,X 91 123.89 
-- -. -- --· - -- -- -- - Ni5z ~-- - -N002363364005K 2 4006 BA N 9C 14 0 5 33 AX 43 89.56 
--. - .. . - .. - -
N002364011001 R 6 4018 NDZ BA N 9C 7 0 1 14 AX 5 272.00 
. . --- -- - - - - -
---N002364011004K 2 4018 NDZ BA N 9C 7 0 3 14 AX 216 211.00 
Noo2364025004P - ·· 4o3s NDZ BA 9C 14 1 N 0 3 14 AX 216 211.00 
..... ----··-- ---· ·- ---
N0023640350387 E 7 4040 NDZ BA N 9C 5 0 17 03 AX 64 15523 
No02443322113i< c - --1 - 4024 NDi - --· - ·- - . . -BA F 9C 8 0 13 92 AX 8 3.75 
Noo24433425TKi - -- ---i -· 3344 Nf>c ·--- ----·-- --- --------·-·- --- ·-- --BA N 9C 15 0 3 N3 AX 164 15157 
Noo24433425Ti..2 ... --· -14- 3344 NbC- --- ··-··· . ---- ..... -- .... - -- . . BA N 9C 15 0 74 03 AX 25 12.51 
Noo24433425iie ·- - -----, - 3344 Ni5i-~-- ---- --~ -·- ----· ------ -·- - -·-· -- -BA N 9C 15 0 7 13 AX 19 19.68 
Noo2443342852"1 - - -·--; - 3344 Noc BM 7 . sc· --8 590 . o- --- 6- ·o2 -·A>< - 16 1292.96 
Noo2443342as7o · - --~ - 3344 Noi · -- -- --· - .. - . ·- . -· - - ·-·- - -- .. - - . BA N 9C 8 0 1 03 AX 18 152.10 
Noo24433428573 - ·--12 - a344 Nbf -· . . -- - ·-- - - - - -·- ·- - - . BA N 9C 8 0 2 53 AX 96 22.20 
Noo24433428574 - - -28 -3344 Nf>i ~--- -- ·- -- ---- -- ·- ·--- - -. . ·- - - - .... BA N 9C 8 0 20 13 AX 15 22.76 
No0244-33428582 - · · --- -:; - 3344 NDC · . - .... - ·- -· - -- .. - - . - .. - . - - . - -BA N 9C 8 0 2 23 AX 131 68.69 
f.ioo24433546ov-~.r -- -- ;· - 335& Noi BA -·--·1----~---- --- ··- -1--· ·-·- ... --· -- --N 9C 15 0 4 92 AX 3 1777.32" 
No024433S46DVN - -- 2 -· 335& NDZ BA N 9C 15 -- o ·· ··a o3 ·A>< - ·34 1o4649 







































































-·--·--- . .. ------ ·-
--- ------ . --· -- -
1620007 479890 




---- ·-· ____ __; ~ 
1650011257224 
·-·•-• -·••• •-·•r'"" 
1650011278733 
-----------1650011403243 
--· ·---. -··- __ ;-
2940009206851 -------~~ 3020008139578 
-----------3020011444307 
----------3020011452679 
----- --- -----3020011545311 
-··--·-- ----3040004194172 
..... - -- - . ---
3040011866624 




--- ·------- ---4810006012448 
------· -···- -----4820000568986 
- -- --------- --· 4820012238097 
- -. -·· - --- .... -· .... 
4940007643408 
------ ---.- ---· 
5640011644338 
.. - - -- --
1450012132064 
-- -- --- . - -- -1620003713991 
-- -·- . -.. - -- -- .. 
1620009003929 
. --·- ·- --- - ----
1620009003929 
·- . --·- . -- .. 
1630011064862 
- ..... - .. -- .... ·- ·--
1650011468373 
..... - - - -- .... 
1650011468373 
Partial list of Complete A5AIA51 Database 
of Requisitions Returned During Test Period 
22 Nov 93 - 24 Feb 94 
REQN Qr( SAD RIT 
----- .. --·- --·--
SIC M/C DIST PAl 
···-· - ------ - --N0024433546DW1 11 3356 NDZ BA N 9C 15 
Noo24433sisoW7-
. 
3 3356 NDZ BA N 9C 15 
N"oo2443354eowt= 3 ... 3356 NDC BA N 9C 15 
N00244335460xS ·- 1 3356 NDC BA N 9C 15 
Noo24433s46oX7-- 1 3356 NDZ BA N 9C 15 
Noo24433546oxa- 1 3356 NDZ BA N 9C 15 
--- .. --- . - -- . .. -- . 
-3356 N0024433546DXA 2 ~Q~ BA N 9C 15 
N00244335460xB-· 
..;:._-
35 3356 NOZ BA N 9C 15 
Noo24433546o2J - 10 3356 Noc BA N 9C 15 
·----------N0024433546E14 1 3356 NOZ BA N 9C 8 
··- ----- ----------N0024433546E1E A 6 4045 NDZ BA N 9C 15 
N002i433546El F- 2 --3356 N5i BA N 9C 15 
Noo24433546E1G .. . .. 3356 15 4 NDZ BA N 9C 
----------- ··- -- 15 Noi 1- ·-·-N0024433546E1W 3356 BA N 9C 15 
Noo24433546eie · 1 3356 NDZ BA N 9C 15 
-----------·--- --
-3356 N0024433546E2A 7 NDZ BA N 9C 15 
----- ·----------
. 15 N0024433546E3M 8 3361 NDZ BA F 9C 
. ------·- ------ -- ·-N0024433546E98 1 3361 NDZ BA N 9C 15 
---- .. ------ ----- ·-
"3361 N0024433546E9L 2 NOZ BA N 9C 15 
..... __ ,.. ... -------- 1---·-N0024433546EBK 2 3361 NOC BA N 9C 15 
·- . - -----. -- --N0024433546EBV A 5 3361 NDZ BA N 9C 15 
---· ..... ---- ---- -- --·--
N0024433546Ecn 18 3361 NDZ BA N 9C 8 
...... ---- ..... -----
N0024433546GR8 1 3361 NDZ BA N 9C 15 
...... ---·- -·· -- ·-·----
- i Noc N0024433546GRH 3361 BA N 9C 15 
.. - - . ----- . - -- ... 
N0024433546GRK 13 3361 NDC BA N 9C 15 
... ---------------N0024433546GRL 5 3361 NDZ BA N 9C 15 
N0024433s46Gm· 1 3361 NDC BA N 9C 15 
Noo24433546ase- 2 ""3361 NDC BA N 9C 15 
. ... ------- ........ ------
N0024433546GS7 31 3361 NOC BA N 9C 15 
- .... . . -. ..... - ...... 
------·------ 1---· 4730011614114 N0024433546GTC 2 3361 NOZ BA N 9C 15 
. . .... - .... 
Noo24433s46a-r .1 "15 4820011161249 3 3361 NDC BA N 9C 
-*· *' • - ... -- - . . . . ·- . --- ·- -- - :..-=:- ~-- 15 4820011161249 N0024433546GTK 3 3361 NOZ BA N 9C 
LHA RCI TAl TR MSIR OHI UNIT 
--·-- -· ·-~~ WY QlY PRICE 
0 7 D2 AX 319 1238 
-53 ---- - .. 0 2 AX 84 21.00 
--:--:- --- -
1-·-·- 0 23 13 AX 203 25.86 
·- ·-~ 
----·-0 20 13 AX 26 1056.69 
-63 --··- -0 5 AX 35 160.01 
·--"-~·-- --- ..... 0 10 02 AX 88 188.61 
- . . 
0 10 43 AX 62 98.99 f-.- --·- --.--. 0 5 13 AX 27 2.50 
--------0 33 92 AX ~-~~ 3.70 
--------0 4 13 AX 5 1396.72 
f-.-· 0 31 24 AX ~~? 140.51 
0 12 N3 AX 2 1232.94 
-··- ~--·-0 1-!! 73 AX 26 367.87 -.:~ 
--- ----· 0 2 93 ~- 62 12.00 0 7 02 AX -~~ 247.10 
-·· -----0 7 13 AX 0 135.86 
0 12 53 AX 8 151.62 f-·- -·- = --· ·--0 6 02 AX 2 2413.77 
·- -·· .. ---- . - ·-0 7 43 AX 20 265.38 
- . ....:=. 
-----0 76 92 AX 426 524.05 
ooo- - Wo•O oo 
0 5 33 AX 1 16.67 f-·-·-· ~-·-· --- ~ .... 0 18 73 AX 203 129.49 
0 5 03 AX 0 14.56 
------ -· 0 52 N2 AX 10 182.00 
-- - - -·-· 0 11 03 AX 416 27.50 
0 11 03 AX 416 27.50 
0 67 23 AX 47 162.80 
0 124 13 AX 1192 49.83 
0 124 13 AX 1192 49.83 ~ •..•.. -
- -----0 3 03 AX 104 25.15 
.. - -- -
0 9 N3 AX 33 443.57 
0 9 N3 AX 33 443.57 
..... 
00 
Partial Ust of Complete A5AIA51 Database 
ot Requisitions Returned During Test Period 
22 Nov 93 - 24 Feb 94 
OOCIDICOG I NSN REQN QTY SAO Rlt SIC I M/C DIST PRI LHA RCI TAl TR MSIR OHI UNIT 
- .. .. . . - . -- ··- - - -- . - --- -- . . .. . - . . . - . - I . - ---- - .. - . - . - . -- .. -· . . -- - - ... 
FRQ MIY QTY PRICE 
A5A · - AX. · 1&2oooo3878oo· Noo24433s&&.»<Yt - - · 1 · 4007 Nbz · eA - ·- ; .. ,- · ··90 15 - · · o 4 o3 · AX. ·· · 3 134.98 
A5i. - AX.- 162ooo4314ci36 Noo24433566j)(y- - -... 1 . 4oo7 t..ioi- sA . .N ··90 15 . --- o ·- 5 - 73- A>< .. -3 1i2.0o 
i.Si. ··· AX.- 4810011345156 Noo24433566i<13- ·- ·· 2 4007 Nric BA ·· ;..r · iC 15 - ·· o -29 · N2 AX · ·· 6 222622 
A5i..- AX.- 48200i20sio82 Noo24433566i<1c·· - . 1 . 4007 t..ioi BA --. N- 9C .. 15 ...... a· ... 3 -- N3 -A>< . 26 -· 75.79 
ASA -- AX.- 473ooo279c>116 N002443362ss89 .. ··- . 8 . 4003 Nbf BA- N . 9C . 15 ...... o .. 5- N3 Ax. -· 14 ... 365 
As~ ~- AX.- 1~~8!8~- N0024433636TBY~ -~ -~--- ~ :.· ~? N~~- -~~- )f -~- . ~~ ~ -~ -o· : ~ ~ .- ~~ Ax ... ~ 134.9& 
ASA AX 1620007479890 N0024433636TBZ 11 4007 NDZ BA N 9C 15 0 7 02 AX 319 1238 
-- ··- ···-- - ·-- . --- .... - ..... --- .. --- ----- ------· ·---·1-:.-·-- ---.--- -- ·-·- ... -· . --- -·-- -- . - ... 
ASA AX 1620009003929 N0024433636TC1 5 4007 NOZ BA N 9C 15 0 11 03 AX 416 27.50 A5A .. Ax- 1650011257153 N002443363&tci· .. --··1 ·a7Noc8A -N ··9e·· is--- ·a 20- 13 Ax. -- 26 1o56ii9 
- - --- ---- - ----- - ·- --- ··-- ·- -- ·-- ------ --- -- -· 1-= ·---·- ·- ·- •• - 1-·--- -- . -- - .... - - - - . . .. . - --- ... - .. 
ASA AX 1620001697451 N0024433636THO 3 4007 NDZ BA N 9C 15 0 2 14 AX 16 5793 
···-·-···-·- ·-----. -------- ··-··· ------1----- ....... ···-··---- - ---· .•. .. .. .... - ..... - -·· •·· 
A5A AX 1620001697451 N0024433636THE 1 4007 NOZ BA N 9C 15 0 2 14 AX 16 57.93 
--- -···-- . ---· - - ·-·- - - .•. - - - •.. -- -· -- - -- - - 1----- - - --· -- - ·-- -- - . - ---- - . -· - •.. - •.. - -- - . - - .. -- •. - - - -
A5A AX 1620000833500 N002444005718T 12 4010 NOZ BA N 9C 15 0 8 02 AX 1 9293 
------ -·-· ---·-··--·--· ····--------1-----···-- -- ----· .. ----····--······ ·-. . ----· 
ASA AX 3020011452679 N002444005719F 1 4010 NOZ BA N 9C 15 0 12 N3 AX 2 123294 
------ -----· -·-·-·····- ----- . - ..... --------- ~....-.._ -········· ·--- ----- ·--· 1-----1--- ··-- ···---- .. . .... ···-- ..... -
A5A AX 4730009688339 N00244400571AQ 1 4010 NOZ BA N 9C 15 0 5 23 AX 13 16.37 
-- ·- . . . .. - -- -- .. . . . . ... - - --- .. -. 1-----· -------. - ----- ----- ... - .. ___ ..;_:::;_ .. --· - ... - . . . . .. - . - .. - - - .. • . -
A5A AX 1620004323356 N00244400571Q1 2 4010 NOZ BA F 9C 15 0 30 23 AX 64 46700 
·----- ----· --·----------- .. ------------------- -----~- . - --- ·····-- ·-·- ···-·· . ----- •. - .. - . •·. 
A5A AX 4710011618647 N00244400571Q8 1 4010 NOZ BA N 9C 15 0 2 13 AX 47 102.76 
····-·-·· -·-·····----·----- ---- ---·····- -·- -···- -··---·- .. ----·. ----- -----·. -- ---=- ---·- ... ···- -- -· ...... . ... . 
A5A AX 1620009699657 N00244401077EB 1 4011 NOZ BA N 9C 15 0 7 N2 AX 41 21694 
- ----- ;..c__ - • -- -·· -- --~ --- ----· -- - -- ---- - --- --.---- • ---- --· -- -- f--1----- -. - . . .. . ... - - . . . - . -· -· . . ... ~-=~ * ~- ;:;i;~;~~~~ ~~~~~~~~tt~B ~ ~ :~-=~1 ~ ;;_~ ~~ ;~ --1-~ _ ~~ ~ 1~ ---_ ~ ·_ ~ --~ -_;_~ ~ 2~: ,~:;: 
= --· :-- ~=J:~~ ~:~:::6~ij~~~~- ~- --- ~ :!~ ~g~- :-I-~ -~ ---1~ -· - . ~ .. -~. ~~ : 1 ~ ~~: 
A5A ___ AX.-· 432ooi229i845 Noo2444o1o77Fe -- -2 .. 4011 Nof 8A ·j·N·· 90- ·-15 - -- -o-· ... 8 .. 92. AX. -14 .465 
.. - ..... . .•.. ·- . . .... . . .... - - . . .. - - . - -- ~--- ... -· -- ... ---· . ·····- .. . ···- -· .: ::: ·- -- - ·•·· -- .. - . . 
A5A AX 4940009101269 N00244401077GS 1 4011 NOZ BA N 9C 15 0 1 14 AX 22 31.01 A5A .. AX.-- 564ooii644338 Noo2444ot<l77ril.( -- ·-18 -4011 t..ioz· 8A -· -N . 9C- ···15 -- -a· . --18 -73 - AX. - -203 -129.49 
ASA ····A><-· 56400Hs6so2f Noo2444o1oi7vt.- - ---,2- 4oi1 Noz· 8A·-· ··N ·· 96- ·;s· --·--··a- - a- 14 A>< s1 ,;547 
------· ··--- --·--- -----·-- ····---- -··- 1---···- ---··· ---------- ··--·. ···-·· ;::: ---- --- --·-- . - . . A5A AX 1615009097569 N0024440127B3T 2 4014 NOZ BA N 9C 15 0 8 73 AX 35 4.90 
A5A ·-· AX.·· 162ooo4314oo& Noo2444o12784o · - ·--, 40i4 Noi-- 8A·-- -- r-i 90· · 15 ·-- · o · -· s- 73 AX 3 1&2.oo 
A.SA-- A><-162ooa451i443Noo2444o127843-- -·-1-40i4Noi-aA·· -N. 9C 15 --·--cf. ··s-52 A>< . 23 -161.00 
ASA-- AX.-- 162000747989ci Noo2444o127845- - --12 -- 4o14 Noz- BA -- -- N 96- 15 ----- -- o .. ·7 - o2 A>< . -. 319 - 1238 
A5A- ;.x--· 302001o595522 Noo2444o127858-- --.,--4014 Noz· BA- -N - iC ·15 -- .. o --·2 ·-·o3. AX - o 604.4o 
A5A -- A><. 1620oo3713991 Noo2444o127aRV· · -·-·&- 4014 Noc eA · - N. 90- 15 ·- --· -o- ···52· N2. ;,;x - 1o 182.00 
A5A - AX.. 162ooo4323356 Noo2444o1278R)( - . - 2 -· 40i4 Noi BA-- F - 96 is ·-- -o· --30 --23 AX. - 64 467.00 
.... 
.0 
Partial List of Complete A5AIA51 Database 
ol Requisitions Returned During Test Period 
22 Nov 93 - 24 Feb 94 
~~~~L._ _ --~S~ _ __ _ __ RE(l~ . __ Q"N SAD RIT SIC M/C DIST PRI LHA RCI TRI TR MSIR ~1-!1_ 1 _U~IT 
----····· -------------···---------·--·- _ FRQUN Q"N PRICE ASA AX 4730011677445 N0024440127BTH 3 4014 NDZ BA N 9C 15 0 2 14 AX 26 6.63 
~~-~~ AE.: ~!~f1~~!4~~ ~~~44~~l~BTJ 19 4014 NDZ BA N 9C 15 0 2 14 AX ~- 2.6 - ).63 
ASA AX 4940004941533 N0024440197HSO 36 4021 NDZ BA N 9C 15 0 11 93 AX 124 12.52 
i.SA--- AX.- 1650011468372 Noo2444o197jf:i3- -· 33 4o21 Noc BA N 9C 15 o 94 13 AX -956 - s1.oi 
ASA --· -,;x-· 1650011~8313 N002444(n9iJP4- 6 4021 NDC BA N 9C 8 0 124 13 AX l192 . 49.83 
~ ~-~- AR= ~~~~,,.~3!~ ~oa2_4~4~~7~~ -_- 49 4021 N£x? BA N 9C 8 o 124 13 AX ;;9~ -~ 49e3 
ASA AX 3040011400266 N0024440197JPB 4 4021 NDC BA N 9C 15 0 7 93 AX 13 137.07 
A5i.. - AX.-- 304oo1-14oo266· Noo24440197jF;c- 1 4021 Noc aA N 9C 15 o 1 93 AX · - 13 -137.oi 
A5A ---AX.- 473001.1&14114 Noo2444o197JPN- 1 4021 Noz aA N sc 15 o 3 o3 AX -1o4 ·- 2s.1s 
A5i. - AX- 4a200i11&i249 Noo2444o197JP"V- 3 4021 Noz aA N 9c 15 o 9 N3 AX - 33 -443.57 
A5A ____ AX:-- 4820011161249 Noo2444oui7Jfivi 2 4021 Noz aA N 9C 15 o 9 N3 AX 33 443.57 
i.SA---- A><- i02ooc)22s227s Noo24440247APr 1 4026 Noz aA N 9C 15 o 1 14 AX -- 35 · 84.26 
m -·- AX.-- 3o1oof1124222 Noo24440247RtiA. 2 4o21 Noz BA N 9C 15 o 13 63 AX -- 2s ·· 993.oa 
A5A -- AX.- 4i2001o337237 Noo24440247Ai7 - 1 4027 Noz BA N 9C 15 o 3 33 AX - · 9 --664.93 
AsA A)(. 162000969965f No024440247SDT- 3 4027 NDZ BA N 9C 15 o 8 02 AX . - 44 --21o.97 
A5i.. - AX.-- 4i2ooi1313o34 Noo2444024asoi -- 2 4027 Noz aA N 9C 8 o 19 o2 AX --- ·-o -36aa2 
AsA AX-- l6200096&8324 Noo2444o2485o3 4 4027 NDZ BA N 9C 8 o 11 N2 AX - -as .. 467.69 
A5A--- · AX.·- 1&sooi31s17of Noo2444024is17- -- 1 4027 Noz aA N 9C 8 o 3 o3 AX -- 28 9l9.oo 
A51.. -· A><-- 1&soo1o218644 iiioo2444024is22'- 1 4027 Noz aA N 9C 8 o 2 14 AX - ·22 -303~o1 
ASA -- AX -- 432ooi 29o52s3 N0024440248534 · 1 - 4o27 NDZ BA N 9C 8 o 3 63 AX -- ---4 -203,04 
ASA -- ,;.x ---1&20007479890 Noo244402&iuu><" 1s 4028 Noz · aA N 9C 15 o 1 o2 AX - 319 - i2.aa 
A5A ·- AX.- 165ooio21i644- Noo244402&7w4- 1 4o2a Noz aA N 9C 15 o 2 14 AX ----22 --303.o1 
ASA AX 165001127ii32- Noo2444o2&7uw-- 3 4028 Noz aA N sc 15 o 8 63 AX -- - 4 -392.&4 
~: : ~~~=~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- ~ :~: ~~~- :!~E~ ~ ~~ -- - ~ : ~ : ~ 5!~:: 
ASA AX 4320012450828 N0024440267UWE 2 4028 NDC BA N 9C 15 0 23 02 AX 142 234.60 
ASA AX--- 4s4oo11739iaa t.4oo244402&7uwt.-- -- 1 · 4o2a N"oz sA---N- 9e· ·· .. a ---- o- - s --23 --A><- ... ;,- 2529.89 
ASA AX.-- 494oo1oi4603i Noo2444o267uV9- --- - -- 1 ·- 4o28 Noi BA .. -N . 90- 15 - - -o-· ... 8 ---23 AX. ·- 34 -132.93 
ASA AX. 2825009082369. N00244403i7YF9--- .. - 1 .. 4032 NDZ BA -· -if . 96 Ts - -- -a· -- 1 ·- 23 -AX- ---24 ·450~~7 
ASA A?( :- 452~83~~2 ~Oi)?~.f4()3f!i.ri?__ ~-- . ·-= -~ ~ ~o~ N~Z. 8~ ·: ]f ~--~ ~ 5 _ = ~. -~ ~- --~- 5 :- Q? ~ _ . ~- ?~ -- ~~ .~~ 
ASA AX 4730012450803 N0024440317YHF 1 4032 NDZ BA N 9C 15 0 10 02 AX 82 96.50 
ASA AX 162ooo0049883 No02444oo383cH- -- 1 ''-4035 NDZ BA- -N- -9c· .. ,5 0 "13. o2. AX - 'i 1409.48 
CD 
0 
Partial list of Complete A5AIA51 Database 
of Requisitions Returned During Test Period 
22 Nov 93- 24 Feb 94 





















------·-- ----· ... -·- -- ... 
FRQ MIY QTY PRICE 
AX 1650011403950 N00244403383CS 6 4035 NDZ BA N 9c 15 .. -- -a· 7 . o2 . -AX- - 525 - 27.86 
AX. · 162o0040524&o- Noo2444o33a3wF · 1 · 4038 Noz sA -N 9C - -a - · -o- --- a · o2 -AX. - - s -&iaoo 
,;x- 4a2oo11i61249 Noo2444ooaa3WY· 3 4o3s Noz sA- N 9C ·15 -- ·- o- ---··a ·--N3 --A><- ----33 443.57 
AX-- 482oo11161249 Noo2444oo383Wi- - -- 3 -· 4035 NDi BA ·;.r . 96 -is - - ·a ·-g --N3 AX - 33 -443.57 
AX.-- 1620ooo&sa9o7 Noo2444ooaa9Rt:C -- 1 · 4042 Noz sA- -N · 9C ·;s -- o --.. N2 --AX. - 11 1"41o2& 
-,;x·- 1&3ooi1487316 Noo2444038e9Rii- -- -- 7 -4042 NbC BA--N- ·sc· --is ·- - -a· . 47 -fa AX. ·2034 - -5_-14 
*- _ 11?.~~~4~~- ~~?..~~~~~8~~9~ ~ . _1~ -~ ~~ N~- ~~ ~-- jf ~- ~ !s ~ -~ _ ~ -_-)~ ~j~ O!i(_ 42~ -_) -~ 
AX 3010011124222 N00244403889SP 3 4042 NDZ BA N 9C 15 0 13 63 AX 25 99306 
-- - ... - .. ··--··· -.------- ....... -··-· --····-· - ..... - ·- ....... - ···-··· -·····-····-- .. -----
AX 4820000568986 N00244400889VM 1 4042 NDZ BA N 9C 15 0 7 43 AX 20 265.38 AX- 3020008139578 N00244404oe09s- - - - 1 -4042 Noz BA - -N 9C -··a . - --- o . --4 --,3 A>< -- --5 1396:72 
AX-- i61500992519f N00244404oaous- -·-· - ·1 -4045 NDZ BA -- -N . -96 . 15 - --- -o- --- 6 -23 .. AX. . -- - 9 -- i427 
AX. - 163oooina300a· Noo2444045iGFD - - 2 -4047 Noi eA. - --~f. -iC - is -- -- -if . - i --24 --AX- --· 61 -- 23.72 
AX 16300114e7a16. N0024440458GFF-· .. -as - 4047 NDC. BA .. -N --96 - 15 -- -- . o --47 -- 13 AX. - 2034 - ·5:14 
~ - 472<Xu2~~4~? N~244_4Q4~~Hi-.f -- ~ ~ ~ ~~7 N~~ ~ - ---~-~- -~-~ __ ~5 ·= ~ ~ ~ -~j_ =- ~4 -~ _ ~ -~- ~ ~ ~~ 
AX 4730002027223 N0024440458GHU 1· 4047 NDZ BA N 9C 15 0 4 92 AX 49 14503 ~ = !;!ii IL~ri~- ~-~ !I= :i tH ! : ~~ ~~ : ~i ~ -1- =J ~~ ~~ -~~ :~~ 
AX.--- 4710004920619 No024440473024-- -· - 2- 4o49 Ni>i BA .. ·;.;· 9C ---8 ---··a ---4 .. N3 --AX.- -3 .25431 
AX.-- i63ooo7i95576 No0244404ia02a· -- --56-4049 Noc BM- -i- 9C -8 s9C- a· ---36 . 13- AX.-- ---o -- 14oo 
A. AX.- 1&3oocni95576 N0024440478JP6- --- ---53 4o49 NbC BM ·7· 96 · 8 s9C ·· o ·- 36 ··;a -AX · · - o ·· ·14m 
-. - .. - -··- -·· -· --- ---·- -- ... ·- ... -------- -- ----- - -- --- ·- ·-l--·· ----- ·-·· - -· -···-- . --· - ----- ·--- --··-- ----· --A5A AX 1650012132220 N0024440478JPH 1 4049 NDZ BA N 9C 8 0 7 13 AX 6 2211.60 A5A - AX . 172000&729464 No024440478JPt.A -- -- 1 . 4o49 Noz- BA- -N .. -90. 1 s - - o -- 2 o3 . A>< . . --,3 --387.49 
ASi.--- A><-·· 43300i 1ioS21a No02444o47eJo'T - - - - i -- 4o~9 Noc· 8A -- -N - 9C- . 15 - -- -- a· . -22 --62 . ·:..x - ·53 ·74337 
A5A - A>< -- 454oo1173988e N002444047ejov - -- -; - 4049 Noi- BA . N-- 9C 8 - ·- . o ---. 6 -- ·23 --AX. . 1 1 2529 89 
A5A -- AX . 1615009248132 No024632s584o3 -- - ---- i -4010 NDZ BM -i --96 . 15 sse . 0 -17 -93- AX .. 752 6.21 
AsA - AX 161SoOo730999 N002463344G526 -- . --- 1 -3348 NDZ BA N -96 6 0 8 N2 Ax 0 2385 58 
1..5A. ·- A>< .. 4i2ooi2379485 N0024633s5D217 --- 2 . 3356 Noi 8A- -N -ic -- ·a -- ... a· 7 - 33- A>< .. 327 - 23S8 
A5A. -·- Ax. 1620000741564 No02463356o438 - - -- 2 . 3361 Noi BA N- 90 6 - - o . 11 92 AX . - 38 ·6.13 
A5i.. -AX.- 16200i19o7eo3· N002463356i=F-52- -- ----1o -3361 Noi BA .. -t-i --ic 12 ---. o 12 -··a2 AX. -246 -54o.38 
A5A Ax 1Ei15o11se95e6 N00246336lDD82 · - -- 4 - 3363 Noi BM ·· ·7 9C- ·6 s9C o 22 a3 AX 21s ·20693 
A5A -- Ax. - 1615007617838 N002463362o436 · - ·- 1 · 3363 Noi eA · -N ··· 96- -·s - - o 4- i3 A>< 46 u1 ir7 
00 
.... 
.Par1&al Ust ot Complete A5AIA51 Database 
of Requisitions Returned During Test Period 
22 Nov 93 - 24 Feb 94 
DOCIDICOGI NSN _.I.. . _REQ~-~ =1-IQTYI SAD Rl~ SIC\~1~-~IST PRt LH~ ~~~ ;~ J~ M._S~ ·ijr?- ~~-
~ ---:-- ~:~:s~:~~l- ~:~::::~g~:1··· ~-- -~- ~1- :g~: ~~~ :~ ·_ ~~ --~~ . i~ -~ -~~- -~-~~ ~-~~ -~ ~ -~ -!~~~ 
A5i.·-· AX- 472001245791& No02464oo4o44a·· ·· -- 1 · 4o1"8 Noi 8A · · N --90 · -6 -- - o ··· a ··aa A>< ---65 -· &9.54 
·----- ------ ---------- - -------------·-- ------ .... ···--· ........ ·--- ~- -- .... ---- -- ... ---- --- ---· -· .•. ---. ASA AX 4720012268461 N0024640040441 1 4018 NDZ BA N 9C 6 0 3 13 AX 8 43.11 
ASA.- Ax-- 1620011618358 N002464o112E06-· --· ... 2- 4012 Nbi eM -i- -iC . h 596 -o .14 -· 13 A>< . -· -2i -281:28 
--··- --·--·-····-··--·---··-··----------------·----·-·····---· ·-----·-- --------··-· .......... -----ASA AX 1620011684699 N0024640112E07 2 4012 NOC BA N 9C 13 0 27 13 AX 1 44.19 
i.SA.- AX.- 494cio1014&o37 N002464o13A9s6-- cY - 6 ··4025 NDZ 8.4-- ·t·i" ·9e· ··a - ·· · o 8-- 23. A>< · 34 .. 132.93 
i.SA- AX- i62ooi1~699· N002464o16i=Fi7- - ---, -4039 NoC BA--N- -90 ---5 - - -o -27 ··13 AX - 1 - 44.19 
---- ...... ·-·- - --- ... - . - .... -- -·· --f-- ·--- ·-- ..... - . ____ .. -·- ......... - . . ...... -- ..... -·. 
KA AX 1095008707743 N002464020E816 E 3 4024 NDZ BM 1 9C 6 59C 0 1 14 AX 47 14.46 
·-- .. ·-- ----- - .. - --·--- - - ·- _____ .... - - ---·- - ..... -- . ---- 1-·-· ·- ---- ----· -- - - .. -· ·- - ... -· - - -· .. . ..... ... -~- ~-- 4~~,~~~~~ N.~24~2~~~?~---- - --..! - 40~? ~~~-- ~~ ... - "! .... !~ . ~3 .. .. - () . 3 ..... ~3 ~ . 32 116:79 
ASA AX 4720012268471 N0024640260229 1 4027 NDZ BA N 9C 13 0 2 14 AX 13 123.67 
---- ---· ---·---------·------------·------1------ ----· ---··----·- ----1--- ........ ·-- ·--. --· ···-· -·-. ·-------A5A AX 1620011878933 N002464033HH79 1 4034 NDZ BA N 9C 6 0 2 33 AX 0 506.11 A5A -- AX- 4320000210085. fiioo246404008i4 - -- ----, - 4o42 Noz- 8A- N .. 90· - -6 --- ... o 1 .. 24 A>< - -· o .. 23'1:24 
- ·- ·- ----- -- ·- -- - -- .. - - ... .. - --- - -- ---- . - ~--- - ·-- ..... _- --- . .. .. - ... -- --. - - .. .. . - ...... -. - - •.. --- ... - - .. 
A5A AX 4730001651596 N0025333491 035 3 3361 NDZ BA N 9C 9 0 7 N2 AX 48 76.52 
. - ..... ... .. .. .. .. - . .. ... - .. .. .. .. - ... -- - .. .. .. - -- ... .. .. .. --- ·-- ·- - -· -· - . ..... . . - . . . ... 
A51 AX 4730011618650 N0033440020945 14 4010 NDC BA N 9C 8 0 10 43 AX 153 27.68 A5f- AX.·- 471ooit61i645 fiioo3344041i:J38- -· --- i --4o45 Noz· 8A ·- -N --,-R-· ---5 ---· .. o. - 3 --N2 . A>< --35 -64.74 
- ··---- ... -- ..... ------ - ....... ·- ....... ---- - -· ·---- - ... - . -- ..... ... .. . .. - : .. ··---·- ··- .......... ·-· .. . . .. -. . ... . 
A51 AX 4730012230018 N0038931342250 G 3 4041 NDZ BA N 9C 5 0 10 24 AX 0 62.29 
·---- ---- ·-------·-·--·---- .. --· ---·- ---- -- ·- ... -- -------~-- -· .. ---·-· ___ .. - -- ... - - ·- ···- -- - _ .. - .... - . 
A51 AX 4730012230018 N0038931342258 F 6 4041 NDZ BA N 9C 5 0 10 24 AX 0 62.29 
A5f-- A><-- 4730012230018 Noo389313422&2- H .... 4- 4o4t Noi BA . N . 96 . 5 - - . o ·to . 24 .Ax - - o .. 62.29 
------------------------------------- --·-·--- --· ----·- -------- ------1-·--·-·-- ----- ·------···-A51 AX 4730012230018 N0038931342266 F 6 4041 NDZ BA N 9C 5 0 10 24 AX 0 62.29 A5f-- AX.·-· 473000928450& No0&043353009i.. .. --31 - 3356 NDi BA. N . iC ---; - ·- . o .. --24 "62- A>< ... 320 . 24.12 
·- --- ---·- --· -· _ .. _ .. _ .. ____ -· -- ---·-·-- - -- - ~---~-- -· -·- --·- ---- .. - ··- -1---- -- - - .. - .. -- -- ---- -- .. - - - ·- .. 
A51 AX 4330010409149 N0060440020203 B 1 4011 NDZ BA N 9C 9 0 1 14 AX 32 71.00 
A5f- A>< .. 2920012285650 No06o44o1io480 .. - --·5 ··4oi2 NOO 8A .. N . ac· 14 -- --o- --41 .02 'AX - -36 ·-,09.39 
·-·-- -------------------- ·-·-·---··-· --·-. -- -·. --- -----~- ........ -·- ----· --------- .. -. ---· -·· ·-- .. - ---A51 AX 4410011789404 N0060440111217 1 4012 NDZ BA N 9C 14 0 6 02 AX 71 4.78 i.Sf'- A><-·4i30000&25995-No06044o160i67-- ·-28 .. 4019NDZ-BA. -N ·90·· _9 .... ___ o .. 15 .. N2 A>< -1631 ·,42:oo 
·- ·- -·. -·- -----·-··---·- --- ···--------- .. ·- ·- ...... --- --- - ·• ----1---· . . . -- ---. -- - .. ... ..... . ... .. . --- -. ·-. • .... 
A51 AX 4720012050447 N0060440200157 1 4021 NOC BA F 9C 14 0 64 92 AX 212 50.15 
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